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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents the design insights towards the realization of a fully 

monolithic ratio frequency (RF) cascode silicon (Si) BiCMOS power amplifier (PA) 

using the integrated envelope tracking (ET) technique (i.e., an “ET-PA” system). The 

dissertation begins with the introduction of ET as an efficiency-linearity enhancement 

technique by demonstrate its operating principle with the RF/analog/digital system 

co-simulations in SPICE and analytic analysis. The bandwidth and timing mismatch 

sensitivities are compared between the ET and the envelope-elimination-and-restoration 

(EER) techniques. A discrete linear-assisted switching envelope modulator is designed to 

investigate the overall ET-PA system performances using a monolithic SiGe 

common-emitter PA for broadband 3G/4G cellular signals with high peak-to-average 

ratio (PAR). The design trade-off of the switching frequency and the bandwidth of the 

envelope modulator on the ET-PA will be studied carefully to improve the linearity 

without degrading the overall efficiency. After the design insights for the circuits and the 

ET-PA system are well-understood, a fully monolithic SiGe BiCMOS cascode ET-PA will 

be implemented and presented. The proper circuitry topology and envelope shaping 

method will be investigated to successfully apply the differential cascode SiGe/BiCMOS 

PA into the ET-PA system. The integrated CMOS envelope modulator is optimized 

specific to this cascode PA, where its finite bandwidth and switching frequency are 

considered for achieving a high efficiency with minimal distortion and low spurious noise. 

Such optimization of the monolithic envelope modulator design for a fully-integrated 

ET-PA system is novel and different from almost all the works previously published in 

the literature. Further improvements of the fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA will also be 

carried out by: (1) the combination of ET and transistor resizing techniques for additional 

efficiency enhancement at the low output power regions for power saving; (2) the 

integration of the ET technique with the power-combined SiGe PA with an on-chip 

transformer for higher linear output power; and (3) the design of the monolithic 

Bipolar-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) envelope modulator for higher voltage and higher power 

applications. Based on the literature surveys, all the above monolithic ET-PA designs 
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achieved state-of-the-art world record efficiencies for Si-based RF PAs for broadband 

high PAR signals without needing any predisotortion technique. More work is underway 

to increase the maximum output linear power to enable this revolutionary silicon-based 

ET-PA technology into real products space for various handsets and wireless applications. 
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CHAPTER I 

1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Non-Constant Envelope Modulation 

Mobile phones of the mid-1990s were predominantly used for voice communications. 

A constant envelope modulation format was the norm, as in the case of Global System for 

Mobile Communications (GSM). A decade later, the emphasis on voice is falling and 

phones are becoming more data-centric devices. Although second generation (2G) 

wireless handset systems (e.g., GSM, IS-95) were highly successful in the last decade, 

they have very limited capabilities of supporting high data rate packet-based services. As 

a result, third generation (3G) wireless handset systems have been developed and 

standardized in the late 90’s. 3G systems are capable of offering much higher data rates 

than 2G systems. For example, the minimum data rates supported in the Wideband Code 

Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) systems in different communication environments 

are 144 kbit/s for high mobility (vehicular) traffic, 384 kbit/s for pedestrian traffic and 2 

Mbit/s for indoor traffic [1]. There are three main radio interface standards proposed for 

3G: WCDMA (also known as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)) 

based on direct spread Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) 

with frequency division duplex (FDD), CDMA2000 based on multicarrier Code Division 

Multiple Access (CDMA), and the Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple 

Access (TD-SCDMA) primarily proposed in China [2], [3]. The 3G wireless mobile 

handset systems have already been commercially deployed on a worldwide basis.  

The bandwidth provided by the existing 2.5G and 3G wireless systems can be sufficient 

for basic internet access and multimedia based services with low data rate.  Recently, 

there is a rapid and strong demand for high data rate services provided through the 

internet, and the emergence of new multimedia services such as live video transmission, 

interactive video games and video conference, all requiring large bandwidths. Hence, it is 

apparent that existing 2.5G or evolving 3G wireless systems will be unable to comply 
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with this emerging demand for broadband wireless services [4]. The so-called “future 

4G” wireless communications such as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

(WiMAX) and Long Term Evolution (LTE) are being marketed, along with the actual 

deployment of 3G cellular services. The true 4G “Advanced LTE” service is expected to 

be offered in the next 5-10 years, promising maximum download speed of 1 Gbit/s for 

stationary users with Multiple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO) technologies. 

With the limited spectrum available, to increase data rates for cellular standards (e.g., 

from GSM to Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) or from GSM to 

WCDMA), the introduction of more complicated modulation schemes that have 

non-constant envelope signals in the time domain are required. The peak-to-average 

power ratio (PAPR or PAR) of the envelopes for EDGE, WCDMA and CDMA2000 

signals are around 3.25 dB. New spectrally efficient modulation protocols employed in 

LTE, WiMAX and WLAN standards utilize orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM). These OFDM signals have even higher PARs on their envelope waveforms. For 

example, the PARs for the uplink of the LTE and WiMAX handsets are around 7.5 dB 

and 10-12 dB, respectively.  

 

1.1.2 Linearity and Efficiency Trade-Offs 

Broadband 3G/4G/WLAN wireless standards utilize highly spectral-efficient 

modulation schemes with inherent non-constant envelope signals having high PARs and 

wide bandwidths. The RF power amplifier (PA) tends to be the most power-hungry block 

in a typical mobile transmitter (TX). Even though the high power efficiency can be 

achieved by the PA at its saturated output power (Psat) as in the case of GSM handset 

systems, the PA output will have high distortions for non-constant envelope signals at Psat 

(e.g., in the cases of LTE and WiMAX), violating the linearity specs. Therefore, to satisfy 

the stringent linearity specs for the non-constant envelope signals, the PA is required to be 

backed off from its Psat. For example, as shown in Figure 1.1 for the WiMAX 64QAM 

signal (the error-vector-magnitude (EVM) spec is 5%), a high distortion is presented at 
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the PA output with an EVM of 7.6% when the PA is deeply compressed, while the EVM 

is reduced to 2% when backed off 7 dB from Psat. The power back-off for the linearity 

concern is a major bottleneck for realizing highly efficient PAs. Figure 1.2 shows the 

simulated power-added efficiency (PAE) of a typical 1-stage common-emitter SiGe PA. 

The PAE is defined as the ratio between the RF power added by the amplifier and the DC 

power (PDC) required for this amplification, expressed as: 

100 out in

DC

P P
PAE

P


          (1.1) 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the PAE reaches the peak value at Psat, but can drop dramatically 

at the required power back-off for meeting the linearity specs. The required back-off 

values are dependent on the different PARs and different linearity specs of each standard.  
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Figure 1.1 (A) The constellation of the WiMAX 64QAM signal when the PA operates at 
Psat; (B) the constellation of the WiMAX 64QAM signal when the PA is backed off 7 dB 
from Psat. Blue dots: the ideal case; red clusters: actual data with distortion 
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Figure 1.2 Simulated PAE and gain vs. output power of a typical 1-stage common-emitter 
SiGe PA. The PAE reaches the peak value at Psat, but drops considerably at the required 
back-off for meeting the linearity specs of LTE and WiMAX (say from 70% to 44% and 
from 70% to 26%, respectively). 

 

Table 1.1 summarizes the performances of several PAs based on different compound 

semiconductors (e.g., GaAs, CMOS and SiGe). Many commercially available PAs based 

on III-V compound semiconductor can produce saturated output power over 30 dBm with 

peak PAEs greater than 45%, but they need 3-5 dB back-off from the Psat to meet the 

stringent linearity specs, leading to ~38% PAE in the best case for the LTE Quadrature 

Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation (PAR of ~5.5 dB) [5]. In the case of WiMAX, 

the PAs would need more back-off (i.e., usually ~6-8 dB) to meet the stringent linearity 

specs due to its higher PAR than LTE, leading to even lower PAE (e.g., PAE <20% at 

linear output power (Pout) [6]). In recent literature, the Silicon (Si)-based PAs using 

on-chip power combining have shown good potential for future handset applications, as 

their Psat levels have reached 30-32 dBm to compete with III-V compound semiconductor 

based PAs [7]-[9]. Unfortunately, for non-constant envelope signals with inherent high 

PARs and wide bandwidths, these reported Si-based PAs need a back-off of ~7-14 dB 

from Psat to pass the stringent linearity specs. Such high power back-off results in 
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considerable PAE degradation, often from a PAE of 50% at Psat to a PAE below 15% at 

the linear Pout [7], [8]. In order to boost the linear Pout and PAE, various predistortion 

techniques have been used such as the work in [9]. A state-of-the-art linear SiGe 

dual-standard LTE/WiMAX PA has been recently reported with a Psat of 31 dBm (its peak 

PAE is not reported), but its PAE is still less than 20% at 5 dB back-off to satisfy the 

WiMAX linearity specs [10]. 

 

Table 1.1 Performance summary of several PAs 

 
Psat 

(dBm) 
PAE 

@Psat 

Linear 
Pout 

(dBm) 

PAE 
@linear 

Pout 

{2}Linearity 
back-off (dB) 

Modulation 
PAR 
(dB) 

Technology 

[5] 32 55% 27.5 38% 4.5 LTE QPSK ~5.5 GaAs HBT 

[6] >32 >27% 27 16% >5 
WiMAX 
16QAM 

~10 GaAs HBT 

[7] 30.1 33% 22.7 12.4% 7.4 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

~10 
90 nm 
CMOS 

[8] 31 34.8% 21 7% 10 
WLAN 
64QAM 

8-10 
0.18 μm 
CMOS 

{1}[9] 32 49% 25 24% 7 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

~10 
90 nm 
CMOS 

[10] 31 --- 
25 18% 6 

WiMAX 
16QAM 

~10 SiGe 
BiCMOS 

27.5 27% 3.5 LTE 16QAM ~7 

Note:  
{1} Predistortion is applied in the work of [9] to boost the linear Pout and efficiency. 
{2} Linearity back-off: the required back-off from Psat to pass the linearity specs. 

 

The PA in handset systems not only needs to be backed off from Psat for linearity 

concerns, but also transmits the power at variable levels required by the power control 

schemes. The power control is essential to improve capacity, coverage and data-rates of 

communication systems. For example, in some power control schemes for the LTE 

standard, Pout of ≤15 dBm presents a probability over 70% [11], [12]. The average 

efficiency of the PA is dominated by the efficiency at its most probable Pout levels. Even 

though the start-of-the-art predistortion techniques can improve the maximum linear Pout 

and thus higher peak PAE such as the work in [9], the efficiency enhancement of using 
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predistortion is not effective at low Pout levels for the power control scheme, since the PA 

is already linear at low Pout levels. Consequently, a PA designed for the maximum linear 

Pout exhibits low efficiency at low Pout levels due to the power control. It is desired, 

therefore, that the PA can achieve high efficiency with good linearity over a wide output 

dynamic range (i.e., at the maximum Pout and more probable low Pout levels) in the 3G/4G 

handset systems.   

As a summary, the main effects of the high data rate 3G/4G wireless standards to the 

PA efficiency are to introduce non-constant envelope modulations and the high dynamic 

ranges due to the power control scheme. Therefore, compared to a saturated GSM PA, the 

aims of the efficiency enhancement for 3G/4G PAs in the handset systems are to recover 

a substantial part of the efficiency loss as a consequence of 1) the non-constant envelope 

modulation, 2) the power back-off due to the power control scheme and 3) the use of a 

low efficiency linear PA.  

 

1.2 Efficiency Enhancement Techniques for High PAR Signals 

The linearity-efficiency trade-off is a problem that has been trying to be solved for a 

long time. The Doherty amplifier [13]-[19] is one of the techniques that have been 

reported for the purpose of PA efficiency enhancements by switching the load impedance. 

In the traditional Doherty PA, the output matching network of the load modulation is 

realized by off-ship lumped elements, resulting in high cost and large size [14]. Recently, 

there are works of integrating overall matching networks on-chip such as [15]-[17], but 

the on-chip power division and combination structures are inherently lossy due to the 

increased metal resistance at high frequencies and substrate coupling. Another critical 

issue for the Doherty PA is its narrowband operation, since the load modulation is 

performed by the frequency-dependent matching network. Several wideband Doherty 

PAs have been studied recently [18], [19], but the bandwidth is still limited below 600 

MHz even using the sophisticated predistortion technique [19].  

The dynamic power supply modulation schemes are also effective approaches for the 
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efficiency enhancement by changing the supply voltage of the PA according to the Pout. 

These techniques can be broadly divided into three categories [22], called average- 

tracking, envelope-tracking (ET) and envelope-elimination-and-restoration (EER, also 

termed as polar modulation). In the average-tracking scheme, the supply voltage of the 

PA is adjusted dynamically according to the long-term root mean square (rms) value of 

the envelope signal [20], [21]. Hence, this scheme tracks the comparatively slow changes 

in the average transmitted Pout. The average-tracking regime presents continuous 

improvement according to the average Pout levels. However, the average-tracking 

technique can only recover the efficiency loss due to the power control back-off, thereby 

unattractive to high PAR signals. In both EER and ET schemes, the supply voltage of the 

PA is varied with the instantaneous changes of the modulated envelope, allowing the 

recovery of the efficiency loss due to both non-constant envelope modulation and 

power-control back-off. Figure 1.3 demonstrates the basic power saving strategy of the 

EER/ET-based dynamic power supply modulations. 

The diagram of the EER system is shown in Figure 1.4 (A). In the modern EER system, 

the quadrature signals (i.e., I/Q signals) are transformed to polar format (i.e., envelope 

and phase signals) in the baseband processor. The phase signal is up-converted to the RF 

carrier and fed into the PA input, while the supply modulator (also called as envelope 

modulator) restores the required amplitude information directly onto the carrier through a 

saturated PA. Because the PA is driven with only a phase modulated carrier, ideally the 

efficiency is greatly increased by the virtue of saturation. However, as will be discussed 

in details in Chapter II, the bandwidth and noise requirements of the envelope modulator 

are significantly high, making the implementation of the EER-PA extremely challenging 

for 3G/4G handset applications with stringent linearity specs [22], [23].  

The diagram of the ET system is shown in Figure 1.4 (B). Unlike EER, instead of 

converting the quadrature signals into the polar format, the quadrature signals from the 

baseband are up-converted as usual. The power supply of the PA is varied according to 

the instantaneous changes of the input envelope. In such a case, the RF input of the PA is 

not a constant envelope signal any more, and thereby the envelope modulator does not 
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need to precisely replicate the amplitude information at the PA supply. This essential 

property of ET not only relaxes the bandwidth requirement of envelope modulators, but 

also provides the feasibility to reshape the envelope at the AM path to improve the 

efficiency and linearity simultaneously, as will be discussed in details in Chapter II. For 

modern transceivers using the ET technique, the envelope information would be readily 

available in the baseband processor.  
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Figure 1.3 Illustration of the EER/ET-based dynamic supply modulations for the power 
saving [27] 
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Figure 1.4 (A) Simplified block diagram of the EER-based TX system; (B) simplified 
block diagram of the ET-based TX system 
 

1.3 Review of Previous Work in Our Group and My Own Contributions 

The research in this dissertation is begun by briefly reviewing the previous work we 

have done in Dr. Lie’s Lab reported in [25]. The ET-PA in [25] demonstrated promising 

efficiency and linearity performances of the ET-PA for narrowband EDGE applications. 

The PAR and bandwidth of the EDGE signal is 3.3 dB and 384 kHz, respectively. The PA 

reported in [25] was fabricated in IBM 7HP 0.18 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology using the 
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typical common-emitter (CE) topology and the envelope modulator was designed with 

commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. The entire ET-PA in [25] achieved the 

maximum linear Pout of 20.5 dBm with an overall PAE of 44% and EVM of 6% (the 

maximum EVM is 9% required by EDGE specs), while successfully passing the EDGE 

spectral mask that has tough linearity specs at 400 kHz and 600 kHz offset. Even though 

the maximum linear Pout of the SiGe PA in [25] is too low to be used in practical 

applications, it demonstrated a potential successful use of the ET technique for high 

efficiency handset protocols with good linearity. The results in [25] prompted us to 

investigate the monolithic ET-PA system in 3G/4G handset applications for low cost high 

integration solution. Nevertheless, the 3G/4G signals (e.g., WiMAX and LTE) have much 

higher PARs and wider bandwidths than the EDGE signal. Therefore, more 

comprehensive simulations and lab measurement must be carried out to understand the 

requirements of the overall system, such as timing alignment, bandwidth and output noise, 

etc. The high PAR broadband signals also require the envelope modulator in the ET-PA 

system to have wider bandwidth and lower distortion, while still maintaining the 

excellent efficiency and capable of driving the ET-PA to deliver higher Pout using the ET 

technique. In addition, the RF silicon-based monolithic PA itself needs to be designed for 

higher linear Pout for the 3G/4G standards with good reliability. My contributions in the 

research of fully monolithic SiGe BiCMOS ET-PAs for high PAR broadband signals can 

be summarized as follows: 

(1) The behaviors of the SiGe PA are initially modeled by using the modified 

bias-dependent Cann’s model, which fits the measurement data with good accuracy. The 

modified Cann’s model is used to theoretically analyze the sensitivity to timing 

misalignment between the amplitude path and the RF path for ET/EER-PA systems. 

These PA modeling efforts were entirely done by me, and the results were published in 

[6], [28] listed in Appendix A.  

(2) I have successfully set up a versatile RF/analog/digital system co-simulation 

platform in the Agilent’s Advanced System Design (ADS). Very good agreements have 

been found between the simulation and measurement results of the entire ET-PA systems, 
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including the AM-AM and AM-PM (phase-modulated) characteristics, output spectra and 

EVM. This powerful system co-simulation platform enables the co-design of the RF, 

analog and digital circuits to achieve the optimal system performance, applicable for 

broadband wireless applications such as for the WiMAX and LTE standards. The efforts 

of building up the ADS simulation platform were ~80% done by me, and assisted by 

other group mates. 

(3) The hardware test bench is successfully setup in Dr. Donald Lie’s lab, in close 

resemblance to the ADS system co-simulation for good correlation and understanding of 

the entire system. The test bench has the capabilities to evaluate virtually any ET/EER-PA 

systems for various types of modulated signals (e.g., EDGE, WCDMA, LTE, WiMAX 

and WLAN), including EVM, AM-AM, AM-PM, the output spectrum and overall system 

efficiency. The efforts of setting up the hardware test bench were ~80% done by me, and 

assisted by other group mates.  

(4) A discrete linear-assisted switching envelope modulator is designed to investigate 

the overall ET-PA system performances using the SiGe common-emitter PA for high PAR 

broadband signals (e.g., WiMAX and LTE). Although there has been comprehensive 

analysis on the efficiency of the envelope modulator in [24], [25], its linearity and 

switching noise have not been studied as rigorously, which are critical for wideband 

signals. In my Ph.D. research, the switching frequency and the bandwidth of the envelope 

modulator will be studied carefully to improve the linearity without degrading the overall 

efficiency. The results were published in [4], [25] listed in Appendix A. 

(5) The decresting algorithm is developed in ADS to reduce the PAR of the modulated 

signals in the baseband. The effects of using soft limiter and hard limiter with different 

clipping ratios inside the decresting algorithm are investigated in terms of EVM and 

output spectrum. With the decresting algorithm, the linear Pout of the SiGe ET-PA can be 

successfully increased, while still meeting the stringent WiMAX linearity specs. The 

efforts of developing the decresting algorithm were entirely done by me, and the results 

were published in [4], [22] listed in Appendix A.  
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(6) The differential cascode PAs are designed and fabricated in the TSMC 0.35 µm 

SiGe BiCMOS technology. The Si-based PAs usually suffer low breakdown voltages 

compared with their III-V counterparts. To relieve the voltage stress issue on the power 

transistors, I utilized the cascode configuration in the PA design, achieving higher Pout 

and better reliability than the previous work in [25]. The efforts of designing and testing 

the cascode PAs were entirely done by me, and the results were published in [3], [17], 

[19], [21] listed in Appendix A.  

(7) The proper circuitry topology and the proper method of shaping the envelope signal 

are proposed and developed to make the cascode PA applicable in the ET system with 

good linearity. The cascode PA using ET technique is non-trivial, since the linearity of the 

cascode PA is greatly affected by the operation of its common-base transistor. In the work 

of my Ph.D. research, the envelope signal is first shifted to a predetermined DC level and 

then used to modulate the supply voltage of the self-biased cascode PA. Both simulation 

and measurement results validate my proposed design methodology. The efforts of 

proposing the envelope shifting method and the self-biasing cascode topology were 

entirely done by me, and the results were published in [3], [19] listed in Appendix A.  

(8) I have designed a CMOS envelope modulator and integrated it with the cascode 

SiGe PA on a same die in the TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology, providing the 

potential low cost solution for the highly integrated ET-PA system. As different from 

most of the works in literature (e.g., the works in [26], [30], [31]), the design of the 

integrated envelope modulator considers the effects of the switching noise to the EVM 

and spurious noise at the PA output. This fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA achieves one 

of the highest efficiencies for Si-based ET/EER PA systems in the literature. The results 

were published in [1], [3] listed in Appendix A. 

(9) The transistor resizing technique and the ET technique have been shown to be able 

to be combined and implemented monolithically to achieve higher overall efficiency at 

the low Pout levels than the conventional ET-PA system. At the low Pout levels, some of 

the power cells can be disabled to save power consumption. Compared with the bulky 

structures such as the on-chip LC balun [28], the transmission line [29] and the 
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switchable transformer [7], the simple transistor resizing technique I proposed achieves 

similar efficiency enhancement with only a negligible increase of the chip area. The 

efforts of designing the transistor resizable cascode PA were entirely done by me. The 

results were published in [1], [13], [21] listed in Appendix A.  

(10) A fully monolithic ET-PA with power combining is designed and fabricated in the 

TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology. The power combining is based on the 

on-chip transformer to increase the Psat of the SiGe PA, meanwhile the ET technique 

improves the PA linearity, allowing higher Pout and PAE without violating the linearity 

specs. The power-combined ET-PA achieves Psat of 29 dBm and maximum linear Pout of 

24 dBm for LTE 16QAM, showing a potential competitor to III-V compound 

semiconductor based PAs. This PA design efforts were entirely done by me and the 

on-chip transformer was designed by Dr. Jerry Lopez, and the results were published in 

[2] listed in Appendix A.  

(11) A monolithic high voltage envelope modulator is designed and fabricated in the 

0.35 µm Bipolar-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) technology by Texas Instruments (TI) that can 

operate under the supply voltage of 7 V without any reliability issues. This BCD 

envelope modulator provides an opportunity to assemble an integrated watt-level ET-PA 

system for high voltage applications, where the PA with small collector/drain impedance 

presents a big challenge for the modulator to drive effectively. The design of the BCD 

envelope modulator was done by other group mates, and the testing of the BCD envelope 

modulator was done by me to showcase the high voltage applications with the cascode 

SiGe PA. The results were published in [1] listed in Appendix A.  

(12) Two different envelope modulators were proposed and designed in the IBM 0.18 

µm CMOS-SOI technology. The linear stages of the two envelope modulators are based 

on different topologies: low dropout regulator (LDO) and conventional class-AB 

Op-Amp. Both envelope modulators are integrated with the PA that is also designed in 

the IBM 0.18 µm CMOS-SOI technology. The efforts of designing the CMOS-SOI 

envelope modulators were ~50% done by me, and the efforts of designing the 

CMOS-SOI PA were ~75% done by me. Currently, most of the CMOS-SOI ET-PAs are 
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still under evaluation, and the results have not been published yet.  

 

1.4 Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation targets on the monolithic implementations of the highly efficient and 

linear ET-PA systems. The linearity-efficiency performances will be demonstrated by 

using the high PAR wideband WiMAX/LTE signals. The outline of this dissertation is 

constructed as follows. Figure 1.5 shows the brief outline of this dissertation. 

In Chapter 2, the principles of EER and ET are discussed in details in terms of 

efficiency and linearity enhancements. Followed by the analysis, the efficiency and 

linearity performances of ET-PA and EER-PA are compared through RF/analog/digital 

system co-simulations. Two principle sources of distortions (i.e., finite bandwidth of 

envelope modulators, timing mismatch between RF path and AM path) will also be 

investigated for ET and EER, respectively. The WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal will be 

used in simulations presented in this chapter.  

In Chapter 3, a typical ET-PA will be presented for WiMAX 64QAM signals to 

demonstrate the advantages of ET in terms of efficiency and linearity enhancements. The 

ET-PA consists of a monolithic common-emitter SiGe PA and a discrete envelope 

modulator. The design of the envelope modulator adopts the linear-assisted switching 

structure suitable for the wideband envelope tracking. The optimization of the envelope 

modulator will be based on the investigation of its efficiency and nonlinearity effects to 

the overall ET system. Moreover, the PAR decresting algorithm will be developed and its 

effectiveness will be demonstrated in the ET system.  

In Chapter 4, a fully integrated BiCMOS cascode ET-PA will be presented. The 

necessary circuitry topology and envelope shaping method will be discussed to make the 

cascode SiGe PA applicable in the ET system with good linearity. The integrated CMOS 

envelope modulator will be optimized for this cascode ET-PA to achieve the minimal 

EVM and spurious noise without the efficiency degradation. The measurement data 
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shows that this monolithic implementation achieves one of the highest efficiencies for 

Si-based ET/EER-PAs in high PAR wideband applications. This study is an essential 

integration step toward achieving a fully monolithic large-signal ET-based TX for 

broadband mobile applications.  

Chapter 5 presents several techniques to further improve the performances of the fully 

monolithic ET-PA. First of all, the ET technique is combined with the transistor resizing 

technique. Compared to the conventional ET-PA, the transistor resizable ET-PA system 

can achieve the additional efficiency enhancement at the low average Pout regions, saving 

the power consumption as well. Secondly, the on-chip power combining technique is 

applied to the monolithic ET-PA to increase the output power. In addition, compared with 

the fixed- supply power-combined PA, the ET technique can successfully linearize the 

power-combined SiGe PA, allowing higher Pout and PAE without violating the linearity 

specs. The experimental results show that the combinations of ET with transistor resizing 

and on-chip power-combining techniques have great potentials for Si-based PAs in high 

PAR wideband mobile applications. In this chapter, a high voltage envelope modulator 

designed and fabricated in a BCD technology will also be briefly discussed. Compared 

with the CMOS envelope modulator, this BCD envelope modulator is more applicable to 

drive a PA for higher Pout under a higher supply voltage.  
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Figure 1.5 The brief outline of this dissertation 
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CHAPTER II  

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF ENVELOPE-TRACKING AND 

ENVELOPE-ELIMINATION-AND-RESTORATION 

2.1 Principles of ET and EER 

In Chapter I, the techniques of EER and ET for PA efficiency enhancements in high 

PAR broadband applications have been introduced. An EER-PA is driven with only a 

phase modulated RF input signal, while both phase and amplitude modulations present in 

the RF input signal for an ET-PA. In both EER and ET systems, the supply voltage of the 

PA would dynamically vary according to the instantaneous changes of the amplitude 

modulated envelope. Figure 2.1 shows the simplified block diagrams of the EER-PA and 

ET-PA systems. In this chapter, I will compare the efficiency and linearity performances 

of EER and ET by theoretical analysis and system simulations. This study provides a 

good background for Chapter III, where detailed circuits design and investigation will be 

carried out for wideband WiMAX signals.  

c( )( ) j tA t e  c( )j tAe  

 

Figure 2.1 Simplified block diagrams of (A) an EER-PA system, and (B) an ET-PA 
system. Note A  means the input amplitude of an EER-PA system is constant, while A(t) 
means the input amplitude of an ET-PA system is time varying. 
 

2.1.1 Efficiency Enhancement of ET and EER PAs 

For high efficiency ET/EER operations, we like to see the PA to provide high efficiency 

over a good dynamic range of its output power Pout (say 20 dB), which corresponds to a 
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wide range of changes for the instantaneous supply voltages (VCC). Figure 2.2 shows the 

simulated PA efficiency at various VCC against Pout at the continuous wave (CW) mode. 

In the case of an EER system, the PA is driven into deep saturation (i.e., P5dB compression 

in Figure 2.2), and consequently the PAE trajectory tracks the peak values at different Pout 

levels. Ideally, the EER-PA can offer the highest efficiency, assuming its envelope 

modulator can satisfy all of the linearity and noise requirements. However, there are 

many difficulties associated with implementing the envelope modulator for an EER-PA 

system. For the linearity concerns, the bandwidth of the envelope modulator needs to be 

at least 5x-10x of the RF signal bandwidth such that the complete RF signal can be 

reconstructed faithfully at the PA output [1], [2]. It can also be extremely challenging to 

align the timing difference between the AM path and the phase-modulated (PM) path to 

pass the stringent linearity specs [4]-[6]. Moreover, since one always prefers the 

transmitter spurious emission requirements to be met without the help of extra RF filters 

to save cost and area, the envelope modulator must be designed for sufficient low output 

noise to meet the difficult TX-induced RX (receiver) noise specs [3].  

Figure 2.2 also shows the PAE trajectory for the ET operation. This PAE trajectory is 

obtained by holding the PA at its 1-dB compression (P1dB) points of different VCC levels. 

Since the PA is not deeply saturated (i.e., only operates at P1dB), from a pure view point of 

the PA efficiency alone (i.e., excluding the efficiency of the envelope modulator), the 

efficiency of the ET-PA is slightly lower than the EER-PA. However, the bandwidth 

requirement of the envelope modulator design becomes much more relaxed than that for 

an EER-PA [1], [2] (by a factor of roughly 2x to 3x), which will be demonstrated by the 

system co-simulations in Section 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2 Simulated gain and PAE vs. Pout of the SiGe PA by sweeping the PA supply 
voltage (VCC) in the CW mode. The PAE trajectory of the EER-PA is in its deep (P5dB) 
compression, while that of the ET-PA is only in its P1dB compression point. 
 

2.1.2 Envelope Shaping Methods for ET 

In the EER system, the PA is driven with only a phase modulated RF signal, while the 

envelope modulator is required to precisely replicate the original RF signal’s amplitude 

information at the PA supply. As a variant to the EER technique, it is feasible for an 

ET-PA system to shape the envelope signal at the amplitude-modulated (AM) path such 

that both linearity and efficiency of the ET-PA system can be enhanced simultaneously 

[7]-[14]. There have been various envelope shaping methods reported in the literature, 

focusing on different aspects such as bandwidth relaxation [10] and sweet spot tracking 

for minimal intermodulation distortions (IMDs) [11]-[14]. Here, the method of tracking 

the “IMD minimums” (referred as “IMD sweet spots” in [11]) will be reviewed based on 

[11], as an example to explain the mechanism of the linearity improvement by using the 

ET technique. In Chapter IV, a new envelope shaping method will be proposed for the 

cascode SiGe ET-PA system, especially considering the effect of the common-base (CB) 

transistor to the system linearity.  
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Figure 2.3 (A) and (B) show the simulated PA gain and IMD3 at various supply 

voltages (VCC) against Pout. As shown in Figure 2.3, there are IMD valleys in the PA 

compression regions. In Figure 2.3 (A), when the PA just starts to compress (i.e., P0.1dB 

defined by where the gain is decreased by a mere 0.1 dB), the IMD3 reaches its sweet 

spot for all VCC levels. On the other hand, in Figure 2.3 (B) the IMD5 reaches its sweet 

spot at P1.5dB (i.e., 1.5-dB gain compression point) for all VCC levels. The gain trajectories 

of the ET-PA selected at the IMD3 sweet spot and IMD5 sweep spot are shown by the 

dash lines in Figure 2.3 (A) and (B), respectively. It is worthwhile to note that the sweet 

spot occurrence points depend on the characteristics of the PA. By optimizing the size of 

the power transistor, the biasing condition and matching networks of the PA, the best 

linearity and efficiency of the ET-PA can be achieved simultaneously [11].  
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Figure 2.3 Simulated gain and IMDs vs. fundamental Pout by sweeping the PA supply 
voltage (VCC) for the two-tone input signal. The dash lines are the ET gain trajectories for 
the IMD sweet spots: (A) IMD3; (B) IMD5. This figure illustrates the feasibility that both 
the PAE and linearity of an ET-PA can be enhanced simultaneously at optimal conditions. 
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2.2 System Analysis of ET and EER 

2.2.1 ET/EER System Co-Simulation  

To obtain more insights of the PA efficiency-linearity performances in the ET and EER 

operations, the entire ET/EER-PA systems are simulated in the Agilent’s Advanced 

Design System (ADS) for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal with a PAR ~10 dB. The 

block diagram of the system co-simulation is shown in Figure 2.4. This RF/analog/digital 

system co-simulation methodology allows me to verify the previous analysis for the best 

system overall trade-off for optimal PA efficiency and linearity design. To begin with, the 

realistic SPICE models were used for the PA, while an ideal envelope modulator (i.e., a 

gain block without distortion and power consumption) was used in this particular 

simulation to eliminate the distortion from the amplitude (AM) path. More details of the 

RF/analog/digital system co-simulation schematics are provided in Appendix B.  

 

Figure 2.4 Block diagram of the RF/analog/digital system co-simulation platform for the 
EER/ET-PA systems; realistic SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA 
 

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the simulated instantaneous PA efficiencies and output 

spectra of the ET-PA, the EER-PA, and the fixed-supply PA (VCC = 4.2 V) at average Pout 

of 20 dBm, 21 dBm, and 19 dBm, respectively. The instantaneous PA efficiency shown in 

Figure 2.5 does not include the power consumption of the envelope modulator. A fair 

comparison for both efficiency and linearity can be obtained by assessing Figures 2.5 and 
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2.6 together. In Figure 2.5, the fixed-supply PA reaches the instantaneous peak efficiency 

of 75%, but it suffers from low efficiency at lower instantaneous Pout levels, resulting in 

an average efficiency of only 44% at an average Pout of 19 dBm (i.e., just passing the 

WiMAX mask as shown in Figure 2.6). For the EER-PA, from a pure view point of 

efficiency as shown in Figure 2.5, it offers the highest average efficiency of 71% as a 

consequence of deep saturation, but its output spectrum fails the WiMAX mask badly 

(see Figure 2.6). Therefore, without the help of some sophisticated predistortion, the 

EER-PA is incapable of meeting the stringent linearity specs of 3G/4G cellular standards 

[15]. On the other hand, the ET-PA not only achieves a rather high average efficiency of 

68% (see Figure 2.5), but it also presents the lowest spectral distortion at the PA output 

(see Figure 2.6). The operating point of the ET-PA is selected at the P1dB point of the PA, 

where the envelope modulated supply of the PA can reduce the IMDs to achieve good 

linearity (as discussed in Section 2.1.2). Please note that in general, driving the ET-PA 

into deeper compression can obtain higher efficiency and larger average Pout, but at the 

cost of degraded linearity performance.  
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PA (VCC = 4.2 V) for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal 
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Figure 2.6 System RF/analog/digital simulated output spectra of the ET-PA, EER-PA and 
fixed-supply PA (VCC = 4.2 V) for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 GHz. The 
ET-PA passes the WiMAX spectral mask with high efficiency. 

 

There are generally four terms to characterize the real-time linearity behaviors of an 

ET-PA system: AM-AM, AM-PM, VCC-AM and VCC-PM [16]. The first two terms are 

measured from the PA input vs. the PA output, while the latter two terms are related with 

the amplitude and phase distortions due to the PA supply modulation (i.e., measured from 

the envelope modulator output vs. the PA output). For the EER-PA, there are only 

VCC-AM and VCC-PM available, since its RF input is a constant-amplitude phase- 

modulated signal. For the stand-alone fixed supply PA, there are only AM-AM and 

AM-PM available, since its supply voltage VCC is fixed. Figure 2.7 shows the 

nonlinearity characteristics of the ET-PA (i.e., AM-AM and AM-PM), EER-PA (i.e., 

VCC-AM and VCC-PM) and fixed-supply PA (i.e., AM-AM and AM-PM). In this 

particular simulation, since an ideal envelope modulator is used without any distortion or 

envelope reshaping, the normalized input amplitude and the normalized modulated VCC 
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are identical for the ET-PA (i.e., AM-AM is identical to VCC-AM, and AM-PM is 

identical to VCC-PM for the ET-PA). The distortion presented in Figure 2.7 corresponds to 

the real-time behavior of the PA under several different scenarios (i.e., ET, EER and fixed 

supply), while the ET-PA shows the least output amplitude/phase distortions against the 

input amplitude.  

 

 

Figure 2.7 Simulated nonlinearity characteristics of the ET-PA (i.e., AM-AM and 
AM-PM), EER-PA (i.e., VCC-AM and VCC-PM) and fixed-supply PA (i.e., AM-AM and 
AM-PM) for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal; The Pout levels of each case are kept the 
same as the ones in Figure 2.6 

 

2.2.2 Timing Misalignment and Finite Bandwidth 

In the previous analysis, the effects of the envelope modulator were purposely 

eliminated (i.e., using an ideal block in the system simulation) to emphasize the design 

trade-off for the efficiency and linearity of the PA only. However, practically the envelope 

modulator design also has major effects to the overall system efficiency and linearity. 

Next, two principal sources of nonlinear distortions in the ET/EER systems will be 

modeled and analyzed, which concerns: 1) the finite bandwidth of the envelope 

modulator, and 2) the static timing mismatch between the amplitude (AM) path and the 

RF/phase path. The finite bandwidth of the envelope modulator is modeled as a 4th-order 
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Butterworth low-pass filter (LPF) in the system simulations as shown in Figure 2.8 (A). 

The static timing mismatch between the AM path and RF/phase path is mimicked by a 

delay line inserted in the RF path as shown in Figure 2.8 (B). The blocks of the 

Butterworth LPF and delay line are directly available in ADS. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 System simulation diagrams of analyzing the effects of: (A) the finite 
bandwidth of the envelope modulator, and (B) the timing mismatch between the AM path 
and phase/RF path. 

 

First of all, the distortion caused by the finite bandwidth of the envelope modulator 

(modeled as a 4th-order Butterworth LPF) will be simulated and analyzed. The delay line 

at the RF/phase path in this particular simulation is only used to compensate the group 

delay caused by the finite bandwidth (see Figure 2.8 (A)). Figure 2.9 (A) and (B) show 

the simulated output spectra of the ET-PA and the EER-PA for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 

MHz signal, respectively. The out-of-band spectral re-growth can be clearly observed for 

both cases when the ideal envelope modulator is replaced by the 4th-order Butterworth 

LPF (1-dB bandwidth of 5 MHz). However, the output spectrum of the EER-PA becomes 

much more asymmetrical once its AM path has the bandwidth limitation. Also, the EVM 

of the EER-PA is increased by 0.3%, while the EVM of the ET-PA is increased by only 

0.14%. Please note that the output spectrum of the EER-PA already slightly violates the 

spectral mask with an ideal envelope modulator, while the output spectrum of the ET-PA 
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still passes the WiMAX mask with the finite bandwidth at its AM path. Based on the 

simulation results shown in Figure 2.9, it can be concluded that the ET-PA system has a 

more relaxed bandwidth requirement for the envelope modulator design.  
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Figure 2.9 Simulated output spectra of: (A) the ET-PA; and (B) the EER-PA when an 
ideal envelope modulator and a 4th-order Butterworth filter (with the 1-dB bandwidth of 5 
MHz) are used at the AM path, respectively. WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 GHz 
is applied in the system simulation with an actual RF PA. 

 

The timing mismatch between the AM path and the RF/phase path is another critical 

factor affecting the linearity performances of the ET/EER-PAs. To compare the 

sensitivity of the ET-PA and EER-PA systems to the timing misalignment for wideband 

signals, a delay line is inserted at the RF/phase path to mimic the static timing 

misalignment as shown in Figure 2.8 (B). An ideal envelope modulator is used in this 

particular simulation to show the effects due to the timing misalignment only. Figure 2.10 

shows the output spectra of the ET/EER-PAs once a delay of 1 sample time (i.e., 22.32 ns) 

is manually set between the AM path and RF/phase path. An important phenomenon 

shown in Figure 2.10 is that the output spectrum of the EER-PA becomes much more 

asymmetrical than that of the ET-PA. Please also note that the output spectrum of the 

ET-PA still passes the WiMAX mask with the timing misalignment of 1 entire sample. 

The simulation results shown in Figure 2.9 indicate that the ET-PA is less sensitive to the 

timing mismatching than the EER-PA.  
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Figure 2.10 Simulated output spectra of: (A) the ET-PA; and (B) the EER-PA for the 
WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz input signal at 2.4 GHz, where a delay of 1 sample time (i.e., 
22.32 ns) is inserted into the RF/phase path. The ideal envelope modulator is used in this 
particular simulation to emphasize the timing misalignment only. 

 

2.3 Behavior Modeling for Monolithic SiGe Power Amplifier 

Besides investigating the ET and EET systems in the RF/analog/digital co-simulations, 

a mathematical behavior model is also developed for the monolithic SiGe PA and used to 

study the sensitivity to the timing mismatch for ET and EER. In general, the input 

complex envelope ( )s t  can be expressed as [17], [18]: 

  ( )( ) ( ) j ts t A t e          (2.1) 

, where A(t) is the input amplitude signal and Φ(t) is the input phase signal. When the 

envelope signal is amplified by the PA, the output complex envelope can be expressed as: 

    ( ) ( ( ))( ) ( ) j t g A t
outs t f A t e          (2.2) 

, where f(A(t)) and g(A(t)) represent the AM-AM nonlinearity and the AM-PM 

nonlinearity of the PA, respectively. 

The input-output transfer characteristic of a saturated PA can be modeled as a 

memory-less nonlinear limiter. The Cann’s model with three adjustable parameters 

appears to offer an excellent compromise for modeling a physical limiter, which describes 

the input-output transfer characteristic as [19]:  
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        (2.3) 

, where g is the small signal gain (in the PA linear region), L the output limit level, and s 

the knee sharpness parameter for the transition from the linear region to the saturation 

region. Note that phase distortion (i.e., AM-PM) is not included by this limiter model, but 

for the medium-power PAs, the AM-PM distortion effect is expected to be considerably 

less important than the AM-AM distortion and therefore is neglected here for the 1st order 

estimation [17]. 

A monolithic 1-stage common-emitter PA designed by our group and fabricated in IBM 

7HP 0.18m SiGe BiCMOS technology will be used as an example to extract the 

parameters of the Cann’s model. This monolithic SiGe PA achieves the Psat of 22.5 dBm 

with PAE of 65% and collector efficiency (CE) of 72% at 900 MHz. The measurement 

results of this SiGe PA have been published in [20], [21]. According to the single-tone 

measurement data reported in [20], [21], it can be found that g is a linear function of 

supply voltage VCC and base bias voltage Vbb, s is a linear function of Vbb, and L is a linear 

function of VCC [17]. Besides, it is well known that the output power of the PA is 

dependent on its base bias level. Therefore, when applying the Cann’s model to fit the 

SiGe PA, I have modified the original Cann’s model here by adding a biasing term B, 

which is a linear function of Vbb. The modified “bias-dependent Cann’s model” is then 

described as: 

 
 

1

( , ) ( )

( , )
1 ( )

( )

CC bb bb
s

sCC bb
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g V V x B V
y

g V V
x

L V

 

 
  

 

       (2.4) 

, where  

0 1( )bb bbB V b b V        (2.5) 

0 1( , ) ( )CC bb bb CCg V V g V g V       (2.6) 
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0 1( )CC CCL V L L V        (2.7) 

0 1( )bb bbs V s s V        (2.8) 

The parameters listed above for the monolithic SiGe PA can be extracted from the CW 

measurement results of single-tone at 900 MHz (where the input and output impedances 

are both 50 Ω): 

( ) 4.5 3.9bb bbs V V         

( ) 0.5 0.7bb bbB V V         

( , ) 2.9 2 0.6CC bb bb CCg V V V V         

( ) 0.2 1.06CC CCL V V         

From Figure 2.11 one can see that the bias-dependent Cann’s model fits the measurement 

data very well in all cases, across a wide range of VCC and Vbb. 
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Figure 2.11 Theoretical fitting (black curves) of the measurement data (symbols) using 
the modified Cann’s model for a monolithic SiGe PA designed at 900 MHz for VCC = 2.5 
V to 3.3 V and Vbb = 0.4 V to 0.7 V. 
 

2.4 Analysis of Timing Alignment using the Modified Cann’s Model  

Once the modified Cann’s model is developed and fits the measurement data with good 

accuracy, it is then used to analyze the sensitivity to the timing misalignment for the 

ET-PA and the EER-PA systems. The excitation of a two-tone input signal is considered 

in the analysis, expressed by the complex envelope as: 

 1 ( ) 2( )( ) ( ) cos( ) mj c tj t
ms t A t e t e            (2.10) 

, where ωm is the baseband modulation frequency and c(ωmt) is a square-wave with the 

same period as the modulation frequency and with the amplitude level of ±1 [22].  
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To only focus on the distortion caused by the timing mismatch, it is assumed that the PA 

is ideal without any distortion, thus the input phase signal ( )t  and input amplitude 

signal ( )A t  can be perfectly combined by the PA to form the RF output signal for the 

EER system. If the time mismatch between the amplitude path and the phase path is τ for 

an EER system, then 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
out

out

A t A t

t t


 

 
 

        (2.11) 

Therefore, the output complex envelope of the EER system can be expressed as 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )outj t j t
out outs t A t e A t e           (2.12) 

Figure 2.12 shows the simulated delayed amplitude waveform, phase waveform and 

distorted output waveform of the EER system for a two-tone input signal (timing 

mismatch τ = 3 ns). Figure 2.12 indicates that a small timing misalignment produces a 

significant error at the output of the EER system. 
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Figure 2.12 Simulated waveforms of the EER-PA system for the two-tone signal with the 
timing mismatch τ of 3 ns (ωm = 20 MHz). (TOP) the amplitude waveform; (MIDDLE) 
the phase waveform; (BOTTOM) the distorted output signal due to the timing mismatch. 
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Next, the effect of the timing misalignment to the ET system will be analyzed using the 

modified Cann’s model. According to (2.4), the amplitude of the RF output signal of the 

ET system using the modified Cann’s model is expressed as: 

 
 

1

( ( ), ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ( ), )
1 ( )

( ( ))

CC bb bb
out

s s

CC bb

CC

g V t V A t B V
A t

g V t V
A t

L V t

 

  
   
   

       (2.13) 

, where VCC(t) is the dynamic supply voltage which is a linear time-delayed function of 

the input envelope signal A(t), expressed as 

 min( ) ( )CCV t V kA t            (2.14) 

To only focus on the distortion caused by the timing mismatch, an ideal predistortion is 

assumed to be applied to the PA, and thus any intermodulation and harmonic products 

generated by the nonlinearity of (2.13) can be eliminated. Therefore, as a result of the 

predistortion, s approaches infinity and the denominator of (2.13) becomes a “hard 

limiter” (i.e., the linearized Cann’s model) [17], expressed as: 
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   (2.15) 
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Figure 2.13 Block diagram of the ET system using the linearized Cann’s model 
 

Figure 2.13 shows the ET system block diagram using the linearized Cann’s model for 

the analysis. Prior to the hard limiting, the delayed amplitude of the RF signal as shown in 

Figure 2.13 is: 

 
 

 
0 1 min 1

0 1 min 1

( ) ( ( ), ) ( ) ( )
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     (2.16) 

The multiplication of A(t)·A(t-τ) in (2.16) can be expressed by Fourier series: 

    0 0
2,4,6 2,4,6

( ) ( ) cos cosn m n m
n n

A t A t a a n t a a n t   
 

   
         

   
 

 

 (2.17) 

The linear part of (2.17) is 

 0
2,4,6

cos( ) cos( ( ))n m m
n

DC a a n t n t  


  


     (2.18) 

and the nonlinear part of (2.17) is  

    
2,4,6 2,4,6

cos cosn m k m
n k

a n t a k t  
 

  
 

     (2.19) 
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As mentioned above, if an ideal predistortion is applied to the PA, any nonlinear terms of 

(2.17) (as expressed by (2.19)) can be eliminated, leaving only the linear part expressed 

by (2.18) [17].  

Therefore substitute (2.18) into (2.16), the delayed amplitude can be expressed as: 

 

1 0 1
2,4

0 1 min 1 0 1 0 1
2,4

( ) ( ( ))sin sin

( ) ( ( )) cos cos

delay n bb m m
n

bb bb m n m
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A t DC a g ka g kB V n n t

g V g V g ka g ka g kB V n a n t

  

  




   

     








 (2.20) 

To only focus on the distortion caused by the timing mismatch, all DC components of 

(2.20) are neglected and then (2.20) can be simplified as [17]: 

  ( ) ( )delayA t G A t
F


           (2.21) 

, where 

 0 1 0( ) 1.5 ( ( ))bb bbG g V g k a B V         (2.22) 

 0 1 min 1 0

1 0

( ) (2 ( ))

( ( ))
bb bb
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g V g V g k a B V
F

g k a B V

  



     (2.23) 

After the hard limiting, the normalized output amplitude signal of the ET system is then 

expressed as: 
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  (2.24) 

Figure 2.14 plotted the simulated distortion of the ET system using the modified Cann’s 

model developed in Section 2.3. From Figure 2.14 it is clear that ET is considerably less 
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sensitive to timing misalignment than EER. This is largely because the delay of the 

amplitude signal after amplification but before limiting (i.e., Adelay refer to Figure 2.13) is 

reduced by a factor of F in the case of ET. Both mathematical analysis and 

RF/analog/digital system co-simulation using realistic SPICE models (as described in 

Section 2.2) indicate that the ET-PA has significantly less sensitivity to the timing 

misalignment than EER.  
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Figure 2.14 Simulated waveforms of the ET system using the modified Cann’s model, 
showing the distortion at the output due to the timing mismatch between the AM path and 
RF path (τ =3 ns; ωm = 20 MHz). The error signal of ET is much smaller than EER. 

 

2.5 Summary  

In this chapter, the operating principles of ET/EER-PAs for efficiency and linearity 

enhancements have been presented. The RF/analog/digital system co-simulation platform 

was used to compare the efficiency and linearity performances of the ET-PA and EER-PA 

for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal. In addition, the modified Cann’s model is 
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developed based on the measurement data of a monolithic SiGe PA and used to 

theoretically analyze the sensitivity to the timing misalignment for ET and EER systems. 

According to both the SPICE simulation and analysis results, the ET-PA has the following 

advantages compared to the EER-PA: (1) higher power gain, because the PA is not deeply 

saturated as opposed to the case of EER; (2) more feasibilities to reshape the envelope 

signal for high efficiency and good linearity (e.g., envelope bandwidth reduction and/or 

tracking IMD minimums); (3) lower bandwidth requirement for the envelope modulator; 

(4) lower sensitivity to timing misalignment between the AM path and RF path.  

Some of the materials of this chapter have been published in the following papers: Y. Li, 

J. Lopez, D. Y.C. Lie, K. Chen, S. Wu, and T.-Y. Yang, “SiGe class-E power amplifier 

with envelope tracking for mobile WiMAX/Wibro applications,” Proc. IEEE Int. Symp. 

on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), May 2009, pp. 2017-2020; Y. Li, J. Lopez, J. D. Popp, 

D. Y.C. Lie, “Experimental investigations and behavior modeling for monolithic 

quasi-class E SiGe PA linearization,” Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. on Communication, Circuits 

and Systems (ICCCAS), May 2008, pp. 1476-1480; Y. Li, J. Lopez, D. Y.C. Lie, 

“Behavior modeling and comparison of envelope tracking vs. envelope-elimination- 

and-restoration for class E SiGe PA linearization,” i-manager’s Journal on Electrical 

Engineering, vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 15-21, Apr.-June 2008.  
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CHAPTER III  

3. CIRCUITS DESIGN OF SIGE ENVELOPE-TRACKING POWER 

AMPLIFIER SYSTEM FOR WIDEBAND SIGNALS 

3.1 Introduction 

The principle of taking advantage of ET as an efficiency-linearity enhancement 

technique has been described in Chapter II. In this chapter the detailed circuit design and 

investigations of the SiGe ET-PA system will be carried out for wideband signals. 

Compared with narrowband cellular applications (e.g., EDGE), the high PAR broadband 

signals in the 3G/4G applications (e.g., LTE and WiMAX) require the envelope 

modulator to have wide bandwidth and lower distortion, while still maintaining the 

excellent efficiency. In this chapter, a discrete linear-assisted switching envelope 

modulator will be designed to investigate the overall ET-PA system performances through 

experimental data and RF/analog/digital system co-simulations. The effects of the 

switching frequency and bandwidth to the overall linearity and efficiency performances 

will be studied carefully to make this envelope modulator applicable for high PAR 

wideband applications. The discrete envelope modulator is then used to modulate a 

monolithic SiGe PA to form a typical ET-PA system. The WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz 

signal is applied to the system to demonstrate the efficiency and linearity enhancements 

of using the ET technique. In order to reduce the high PAR of the modulated signals for 

potential efficiency improvement, a decresting algorithm is developed in Agilent’s ADS 

and applied to the ET-PA system. I will show that through a careful optimization of the 

decresting algorithm, the linear Pout and PAE of the ET-PA can be successfully increased, 

while still meeting the stringent WiMAX linearity specs.  

3.2 Design of Common-Emitter SiGe Power Amplifier  

A 1-stage common-emitter SiGe PA will be used here as an approach to form an 

ET-PA system. This monolithic PA was designed by our group and fabricated in IBM 

7HP 0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS technology [1]-[3]. The simplified schematic and die 

picture of the PA are shown in Figure. 3.1. The “high-breakdown” heterojunction bipolar 
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transistor (HBT) is used for the PA design with the total emitter-area of ~200-280 μm2. 

The typical “high-breakdown” HBT in IBM 7HP 0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS technology has 

a BVCEO of 4.2 V and a BVCBO of 12.5 V. This monolithic SiGe PA was tested on an FR4 

printed circuit board (PCB). The RF Choke (RFC) inductor was left off-chip because of 

its higher Q than that of the on-chip inductor at high frequencies (e.g., 2.4 GHz). A 

high-Q bondwire is used as the output tank inductor, together with more than 4 

downbonds (i.e., bondwires at the emitter node) to reduce the ground parasitic inductance 

achieving high efficiency [3]. No other off-chip elements are needed for input and output 

matching. 

 

Figure 3.1 Simplified schematic and die picture of the 1-stage PA designed and fabricated 
in IBM 7HP 0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS technology 

 

It is important to characterize the PA thoroughly before the design of the envelope 

modulator, as the collector impedance presented by the PA (Rload) affects the efficiency 

and linearity of the envelope modulator. Figure 3.2 shows the measured PAE vs. output 

power (Pout) at different VCC in the continuous wave (CW) mode. For the fixed-supply 

PA, the PAE reduces rapidly when the Pout drops, but the PAE at low Pout can be greatly 

enhanced by varying VCC as shown by the dash curve. The dash curve is obtained at each 

peak PAE point of different VCC levels. This characteristic indicates that the ET 

technique can improve the average efficiency of the PA compared to the fixed-supply 

PA. Figure 3.2 also plots the collector impedance presented by the PA (Rload), which is 
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calculated from the DC supply voltage and the measured DC supply current of the PA at 

each peak PAE point [4]. The Rload presented by the PA varies, dependent on the 

operating regions of the PA [1]. According to the measurement data shown in Figure 3.2, 

Rload changes roughly from 70 Ω to 10 Ω when the Pout of the SiGe PA increases from 8 

dBm to 20 dBm.  
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Figure 3.2 Measured PAE vs. Pout and the impedance seen by the envelope modulator by 
sweeping the PA supply voltage (VCC) in CW mode; No I/O off-chip matching used 
 
 

3.3 Linear-Assisted Switching Envelope Modulator 

A proper envelope modulator design is critical to achieve the best overall efficiency 

and linearity performances for the ET-PA system. As has been demonstrated in Chapter 

II, the finite bandwidth and the associated group delay of the envelope modulator are 

large contributors of nonlinearity sources in the ET-PA system. In addition, in order to 

take advantage of the efficiency enhancement provided by the ET technique, the 

envelope modulator needs to maintain high efficiency. The overall efficiency of the 

ET-PA system is the product of the envelope modulator efficiency and the PA collector 
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efficiency (CE), which is expressed as: 

. . ,ET PA Env Mod PA CE             (3.1) 

Therefore, the target of the envelope modulator design for the wideband ET-PA system is 

to have high efficiency and wide bandwidth with low distortion to track the instantaneous 

input envelope. 

 

3.3.1 Split-Band Design of the Envelope Modulator 

As described in Chapter I, the envelope signal is extracted from the modulated I/Q (i.e., 

in-phase/quad-phase) signals in the ET system. Such nonlinear transformation will 

expand the bandwidth of the envelope by a factor of 5-10 compared with the original 

signal bandwidth [4], [5]. Conventionally, the envelope modulator can be implemented in 

the form of a linear regulator (e.g., a low dropout regulator (LDO) as in [6]), as the linear 

topology offers wide bandwidth and can be with almost no output ripple. Nonetheless, 

the power efficiency of linear regulator is very poor when the output voltage level is low 

[6], making it unsuitable for high PAR signals. On the other hand, a switching regulator 

has high power efficiency across a broad range of output voltage, but it produces 

significant output ripples and its bandwidth is constrained to be a fraction of the 

switching frequency [7], which is much more suitable for narrowband applications such 

as the North American Digital Cellular (NADC) in [7]. Switching regulators can also be 

applied to high data-rate systems when a rather high switching frequency is employed [8], 

but the high switching frequency inevitably causes high switching loss, limiting the 

power efficiency (e.g., ~76% maximum for WCDMA in [8]) and also degrading the 

linearity considerably, which can often defeat the purpose of using switching regulators.  

Recently, many reports in the literature on the wideband envelope modulator design for 

ET-PA have combined the advantages of a wideband linear regulator and a high 

efficiency switching regulator in various ways [9]-[11]. Figure 3.3 shows the simulated 

envelope spectra of the WiMAX 8.75 MHz and 20 MHz signals. An important 

characteristic of the envelope spectrum is that ~80% of envelope power resides from DC 
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to several kHz, while over 99% of the envelope power resides from DC to 8 MHz, and 20 

MHz for the WiMAX 8.75 MHz and 20 MHz signals, respectively. Such a characteristic 

of the envelope spectrum implies that a “split-band” envelope modulator (or often called 

“linear-assisted switching envelope modulator”) can achieve a high efficiency over a 

wide bandwidth [4]. The split-band envelope modulator is composed of a wideband 

linear stage (therefore of low efficiency) and a high efficiency narrowband switching 

stage. This split-band design alleviates the switching requirements of the switching stage, 

since the fast transients of the envelope signal will be taken care of by the wideband 

linear stage, while the switching stage will handle DC and the slow moving transients 

with high efficiency. The efficiency of the entire envelope modulator (ηenv.-mod.) is a 

combination of the switching stage efficiency (ηSW) and the linear stage efficiency (ηlin), 

as expressed by 

env-mod. SW lin

1 1 
  


         (3.2) 

, where α is the ratio of the output power from the switching stage to the total output 

power of the envelope modulator [4], [12]. Since more than 80% of the envelope signal 

power resides between DC to several kHz (see Figure 3.3), this configuration is suitable 

for high efficiency broadband envelope tracking.  
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Figure 3.3 Simulated envelope spectra of the WiMAX 8.75 MHz and 20 MHz signals 

 

3.3.2 Discrete Envelope Modulator Design and Implementation 

The linear-assisted switching envelope modulator is first designed and implemented by 

using the commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) components to investigate its effects to the 

overall efficiency and linearity design trade-off of an ET-PA system. Figure 3.4 shows the 

circuit implementation of the discrete envelope modulator using an operational amplifier 

(Op-Amp) as the linear stage and a buck converter as the switching stage. The buck 

converter supplies the slow slew-rate load current (ISW) that contributes to the majority of 

the load current (Iload), thus ensuring high efficiency, while the wideband linear Op-Amp 

stage operates in a feedback mode to track the high slew-rate current (Ilin). Additionally, 

the ripples caused by the buck converter will be attenuated and/or filtered by the linear 

Op-Amp. The smooth transition between the switching stage and the linear stage is 

realized by a hysteretic current feedback control. The hysteretic current feedback control 

consists of a current sensing resistor Rsense that senses the output current of the linear 

stage and a hysteresis comparator to control the buck converter. The value of the sensing 

resistor Rsense is chosen to be 1 Ω in this case, as it needs to be much smaller than Rload 
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(i.e., the load impedance presented by the PA) to achieve high efficiency.  

 

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the linear-assisted switching envelope modulator designed by 
using COTS components 

 

3.4 Efficiency and Nonlinearities of the Envelope Modulator 

Although there has been many studies on the efficiency of the envelope modulator 

design in the literature [1], [2], [4], [13], its linearity and switching noise trade-offs vs. 

efficiency have not been studied as rigorously, which are especially critical for wideband 

signals. In this section, the nonlinearities of the discrete linear-assisted switching 

envelope modulator (shown in Figure 3.4) will be characterized. The switching noise and 

the bandwidth of the envelope modulator are two major factors that cause distortions to 

the output envelope signal. Understanding the effects of the switching frequency and 

bandwidth limitation of the envelope modulator helps to optimize both efficiency and 

linearity of the overall ET-PA system.  
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3.4.1 Bandwidth of the Envelope Modulator 

In Chapter II, the nonlinearity of the ET-PA caused by the finite bandwidth of the 

envelope modulator is simulated by modeling the envelope modulator as a low-pass filter. 

This previous work suggests that, for good linearity performances, the linear stage (i.e., 

the Op-Amp) should have a sufficient bandwidth in order to track the high frequency 

contents of the envelope signal with high fidelity. In addition, once the linear Op-Amp 

stage is used to assist the switching buck converter as shown in Figure 3.4, it should also 

have sufficient bandwidth to suppress the switching ripples (or switching noise). The 

switching ripples beyond the bandwidth of the linear stage can be mixed with the 

modulated carrier in the PA, causing large spurious noise at the PA output.  

To investigate the effect of the envelope modulator bandwidth, the commercial 

available Op-Amp (i.e., LMH6639 in Figure 3.4) is replaced with an Op-Amp behavior 

model provided by Agilent’s ADS, such that the bandwidth of the Op-Amp can be 

changed manually in the SPICE simulations. The realistic SPICE models are still used for 

other blocks of the envelope modulator. Figure 3.5 shows the simulated current and 

voltage waveforms of the envelope modulator using different 1-dB bandwidths of the 

Op-Amp at an input sine wave of 1.25+sin(2π·200kHz·t). Here, the 1-dB bandwidth is 

defined as the frequency where the frequency where the gain response decreases by 1 dB. 

As shown in Figure 3.5 (A), (C) and (E), the output current of the switching stage (ISW) 

has large ripples on its waveform, which needs to be suppressed or cancelled by the 

output current of the linear stage (Ilin) to reproduce an accurate load current (Iload). When 

the 1-dB bandwidth of the Op-Amp is set as 0.2 MHz in Figure 3.5 (B), the output 

voltage (Vout) of the envelope modulator exhibits not only the switching ripples but also 

with some attenuation. When the 1-dB bandwidth of the Op-Amp is set as 2 MHz in 

Figure 3.5 (D), the output voltage waveform Vout can follow the input voltage without 

attenuation, but the switching ripples still cannot be suppressed. When the 1-dB 

bandwidth of the Op-Amp is set as 8 MHz in Figure 3.5 (F), Vout can follow the input 

voltage with high fidelity and at a low noise level.  
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Figure 3.5 Simulated (A, C, E) current and (B, D, F) voltage waveforms of the envelope 
modulator; the behavior model is used for the Op-Amp with different 1-dB bandwidths, 
while realistic SPICE models are used for other blocks of the envelope modulator. Input 
voltage = 1.25+sin(2π·200kHz·t) V, L = 4.7 µH, Rload = 20 Ω. 

 

To further demonstrate the importance of having a wideband linear stage in the 

envelope modulator to meet the stringent linearity specs, the entire ET-PA system using 

the monolithic SiGe PA is simulated with the RF/analog/digital co-simulation platform. 

The behavior model is used for the Op-Amp, while the realistic SPICE models are used 

for the PA and the other blocks of the envelope modulator. The inductor (L) of the buck 
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converter is chosen as 27 µH. The effect of the value of L will be discussed in the next 

section. The simulated output EVM values of the ET-PA against different 1-dB 

bandwidths of the Op-Amp stage are plotted in Figure 3.6 for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 

MHz signal. As shown in Figure 3.6, the EVM values of the ET-PA decrease as the 1-dB 

bandwidth of the Op-Amp increases, and become saturated to ~1.8% after the 1-dB 

bandwidth of the Op-Amp becomes larger than 18 MHz. Figure 3.7 shows the simulated 

output spectra of the ET-PA with different bandwidths of the Op-Amp. There is a large 

improvement on the Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR) when the 1-dB bandwidth of 

the Op-Amp increases from 8 MHz to 18 MHz, enabling the output spectrum passing the 

stringent WiMAX spectral mask specs at the case of 18MHz. Therefore, as indicated by 

the Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the required bandwidth of the envelope modulator for the ET-PA 

system need to be able to respond to the envelope frequency contents to at least 2x of the 

original signal bandwidth. For example, the 1-dB bandwidth of the envelope modulator 

should be above ~18 MHz for the ET-PA to achieve good output linearity for the WiMAX 

8.75 MHz signal.  
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Figure 3.6 Simulated output EVM of the ET-PA vs. 1-dB bandwidth of the Op-Amp for 
the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal. The behavior model is used for the Op-Amp, 
while realistic SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA and other blocks of the envelope 
modulator. Pin = 6 dBm, Pout = 16 dBm. 
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Figure 3.7 Simulated output spectra of the ET-PA using different bandwidths of Op-Amp 
for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal. The behavior model is used for the Op-Amp, 
while realistic SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA and other blocks of the envelope 
modulator. Pin = 6 dBm, Pout = 16 dBm. 

 

3.4.2 Switching Frequency of the Envelope Modulator 

The average switching frequency of the envelope modulator shown in Figure 3.4 is 

well analyzed in [4] and can be expressed as: 

2 2

2
1 1

2 2
sense rms sense dc rmsDD

switch
dc DD dc

R V R V VV
f D D

L h V L h V V

   
            

    (3.3) 

, where Vdc and Vrms are the average and root-mean-square voltages of the output 

envelope signal, respectively; h is the hysteresis voltage of the comparator, and D is the 

duty ratio that can be calculated from Vdc/VDD. In this design, the commercial available 

comparator LMV7219 has a predetermined internal hysteresis h of 7-10 mV according to 

the data sheet and the SPICE simulations, and the current sensing resistor is selected as 1 

Ω. Therefore, from (3.3) the average switching frequency can now be mainly controlled 

by the value of the inductor (L). In the earlier works reported in the literature [4], [13], 

the L is selected to be small for the best efficiency, so that the switching stage supplies 

not only supply the DC current but also some portion of the AC current as well. The 
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drawback of using a small L is that it usually generates more switching ripples (or the 

switching noise) at high frequencies. This would then make the design of the linear stage 

more challenging, as it has to achieve wider bandwidth to suppress the switching ripples 

at high frequencies, while also maintaining high power efficiency [22]. Any switching 

ripples above the bandwidth of the linear stage may not only distort the envelope signal 

but also can transfer to the PA output, potentially degrading the system linearity (e.g., 

EVM) and/or the output spurious emission mask specs.  

Figure 3.8 shows the SPICE simulated waveforms and spectra of the envelope 

modulator designed using two different values of L with an input sine wave signal of 

1.25+ sin(2π·500kHz·t). This time the realistic SPICE models are used for all blocks of 

the envelope modulator. The switching current ISW supplies both DC and AC components 

of the load current (Iload) by using an L of 4.7 µH, higher switching frequency, and large 

switching ripples on the waveform of Isw can be observed (see Figure 3.8 (A)). The large 

switching ripples need to be suppressed or cancelled by the output current of the linear 

Op-Amp (Ilin), which can be clearly shown by the spectra of Isw and Iload in Figure 3.8 (E) 

and (G). On the other hand, for the case of L= 68 µH, ISW supplies only the DC 

component of Iload, while the AC component is taken care of by the linear Op-Amp (see 

Figure 3.8 (B)). Also, the spectra of Isw and Iload for the case of L= 68 µH have smaller 

harmonics than those using L= 4.7 µH. These SPICE simulations indicate that the optimal 

value of L should be selected according to the best trade-offs for maximum efficiency vs. 

linearity.  
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Figure 3.8 SPICE simulated (A, B) current waveforms, (C, D) voltage waveforms, (E, F) 
spectra of the switching current ISW, and (G, H) spectra of the output load current Iload of 
the envelope modulator using two different values of L (4.7 µH vs. 68 µH). The realistic 
SPICE models are used for the envelope modulator. Rload = 22 Ω, the input voltage = 
1.25+sin(2π·500kHz·t) V. 
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Figure 3.9 shows the SPICE simulated power efficiency of the envelope modulator and 

the output EVM of the ET-PA system using the monolithic 2.4GHz SiGe PA discussed 

earlier. The realistic SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA and all blocks of the 

envelope modulator. From the pure view point of efficiency, the optimal value of L for 

the best efficiency is 8.2 μH. Smaller L results in higher switching frequency that can 

cause the significant switching loss and ripples. On the other hand, too large of L makes 

the buck-converter to be able to only supply the DC component of the load current, and 

in that case the lower efficiency Op-Amp has to deliver the remaining AC contents (as 

illustrated in Figure 3.8 (B)), leading to overall lower efficiency for the envelope 

modulator and the ET-PA system. Too large of an L can also cause significantly higher 

parasitic resistance that will decrease its efficiency. In addition, as shown in Figure 3.9, 

the output EVM of the ET-PA is increased (i.e., linearity degraded) as L decreases. For 

example, the efficiency of the envelope modulator is increased by 1.8% by reducing L 

from 27 µH to 8.2 µH, but at the cost of increased EVM from 2.5% to 2.8%. Figure 3.10 

shows the SPICE simulated output spectra of the ET-PA when using L of 8.2 µH and 27 

µH, respectively. The ACPR is improved by 4-6 dB when the larger L of 27 µH is chosen 

at the offset of 5-8 MHz from the center frequency. Please note that the output spectrum 

for the case using L of 8.2 µH slightly fails the WiMAX spectral mask specs. Both Figure 

3.9 and Figure 3.10 indicate that such a small efficiency improvement may not be worthy 

if one has to be sacrificing the ET-PA linearity performance. Considering both efficiency 

and linearity, an L of 27 μH is chosen in the design of this discrete envelope modulator to 

achieve the best efficiency vs. linearity trade-off. Figure 3.11 shows the measured 

efficiency of the envelope modulator with different bandwidths of the WiMAX 64QAM 

signals. Note the efficiency of the envelope modulator shown here is only slightly 

reduced by 2.5% when the signal bandwidth is increased from 1.5 MHz to 20 MHz.  
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Figure 3.9 SPICE simulated efficiency of the envelope modulator and output EVM of the 
ET-PA using different values of L for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal. Realistic 
SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA and the envelope modulator. VDD= 4.2 V, Pout = 
17 dBm. 
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Figure 3.10 Simulated output spectra of the ET-PA using different values of L for the 
WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal. Realistic SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA and 
the envelope modulator. VDD= 4.2 V, Pout = 17 dBm. 
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Figure 3.11 Measured efficiency of the envelope modulator for different bandwidths of 
the WiMAX 64QAM signals; VDD= 4.2 V, Rload= 22 Ω, average output envelope = 2.3 V. 

 

When the output current is low, the inductor may be completely discharged at the 

“OFF” state of the buck converter before the switcher is turned on again, which is often 

called as the “discontinuous mode” for the DC-DC converter design community [23]. 

Therefore, another concern in the selection of the inductor value is to ensure that the buck 

converter does not go into the discontinuous mode operation [23]. The boundary of the 

discontinuous mode occurs at where the output DC current (Io) equals to one half of the 

peak-to-peak inductor ramp current ΔI (i.e., 0.5ΔI = Io). For the stand-alone buck 

converter controlled by the conventional pulse-width modulation (PWM) scheme, the 

minimal inductor value should be determined to avoid the discontinuous mode at the 

minimum DC output current (Io,min), expressed as [23]: 

   DD out,DC DD out,DC out,DC
min

o,min DD2SW SW

V V D V V V
L

I f I f V

   
 

   
     (3.4) 

, where Vout,DC is the output DC voltage, D is the duty cycle, and fSW is the switching 

frequency determined by the PWM control scheme. For example, if the envelope 

modulator were to be implemented using the conventional PWM control scheme for this 
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ET-PA system, one could obtain the Vout,DC = 2.3 V, Io,min = 33 mA (i.e., at Rload = 70 Ω 

presented by the SiGe PA as shown in Figure 3.2). Therefore, the minimal inductor value 

calculated based on (3.4) would be ~16 µH for a PWM-controlled buck-converter, 

assuming the switching frequency is 1 MHz.  

However, for the linear-assisted switching envelope modulator design presented here, 

the peak-to-peak inductor ramp current ΔI is limited under 2h/Rsense (h is the hysteresis 

window), which is not related with the inductor value [4]. This is because once the 

switching current ISW is h/Rsense lower than the load current Iload, the hysteresis 

comparator will immediately sense the current difference and turn on the switcher again, 

assuming the switcher can response fast enough [4]. In the practical design, however, the 

switcher is not ideal due to its input and output capacitances, therefore it may not respond 

fast enough with a high switching frequency, which frequency is directly determined by 

the inductor value. Also, the hysteresis window h increases with higher input slew rate 

[24]. For the hysteresis comparator LMV7219 I selected, the SPICE simulations show 

that the h is ~7 mV with the input voltage ramp below 0.2 V/µs, but increases to ~43 mV 

with the input voltage ramp of 4 V/µs. According to the SPICE simulation, the minimal L 

is 1.2 µH to avoid the discontinuous mode operation for the discrete linear-assisted 

envelope modulator design. Figure 3.12 shows the SPICE simulated current waveforms 

of the discrete linear-assisted envelope modulator at the boundary of the discontinuous 

mode. Depending on the accuracy of the device modeling and the packaging parasitic, the 

inductance in the practical implementation may be lower than the simulated value.  
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Figure 3.12 SPICE simulated current waveforms of the discrete linear-assisted switching 
envelope modulator at the boundary of the discontinuous mode (L = 1.2 µH) 

 

3.5 Experimental Results of the SiGe PA Using ET Technique 

3.5.1 Test Bench Setup 

The attention is now turned to the study of the overall performance of the entire ET-PA 

system for mobile WiMAX applications. The test bench for the ET-PA characterizations 

(shown in Figure 3.13) is set up in close resemblance to the ADS system simulation 

diagram (discussed previously in Chapter II) for good correlation and understanding of 

the entire system. The data patterns of the I/Q baseband signal and the envelope signal 

are generated by Agilent’s ADS and then downloaded into the Agilent vector signal 

generators ESG 4432B and ESG 4438C, respectively. The RF output of the ET-PA is 

down converted and digitized in the Agilent spectrum analyzer (PSA E4448A) and 

received by the vector signal analysis (VSA) software for the nonlinearity 

characterization. The PSA and two ESGs are synchronized using a data pattern trigger, 

which minimizes the timing mismatch between the amplitude path and the RF path. The 

WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal is used to fully characterize the linearity and 
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efficiency performances of the ET-PA system. More details of the test bench setup are 

described in Appendix C.  
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Figure 3.13 Measurement setup for the test bench used for the ET-PA characterizations 

 

3.5.2 Efficiency and Linearity of the Stand-Alone PA 

First, the stand-alone PA with fixed-supply voltage is tested to serve as a reference for 

the comparison with the ET-PA. Figure 3.14 shows the measured gain, PAE and EVM vs. 

Pout for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. Without using any off-chip 

matching elements, the PAE of the SiGe PA reached 39% at the Pout of 17.8 dBm, but 

with a rather high output EVM of 11.7% (the EVM spec of WiMAX 64QAM is 5.0% or 

-26 dB). Increasing the PA supply voltage (VCC) could reduce the output EVM distortion 

as shown in Figure 3.15, but at the cost of lower efficiency and worsened reliability due 

to possible device breakdown issues.  
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Figure 3.14 Measured EVM, gain and PAE vs. average output power of the stand-alone 
PA at a fixed VCC of 3.6 V for WiMAX 64QAM 8.75MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. No off-chip 
I/O impedance matching needed. 
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Figure 3.15 Measured EVM, PAE and Pout vs. VCC of the stand-alone PA for the WiMAX 
64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. Pin = 3 dBm 
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3.5.3 Efficiency and Linearity of the ET-PA 

Once the stand-alone SiGe PA is evaluated, the discrete envelope modulator discussed 

earlier is used to modulate the supply voltage VCC of the PA to form an ET-PA system. 

The entire ET-PA system operated under the supply voltage VDD of 4.2 V. Figure 3.16 

shows the measured EVM, gain and overall PAE vs. Pout of the ET-PA for the WiMAX 

64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. Please note the overall PAE (or the system 

composite PAE) includes the power consumption of the envelope modulator. The overall 

PAE is 30.5% at the Pout of 17 dBm with an EVM of 4.4%. Figure 3.17 shows the output 

spectra of the ET-PA and the stand-alone PA with fixed supply for the WiMAX 64QAM 

8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. At the same Pout of 17 dBm, the ET-PA successfully passes 

the stringent WiMAX 64QAM mask defined by European Telecommunications Standards 

Institute (ETSI), while the stand-alone PA fails the spectral mask badly. The maximum 

linear Pout of the stand-alone PA is only 13.5 dBm for passing the WiMAX spectral mask, 

leading to a PAE of only 26%, as shown in Figure 3.18.  
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Figure 3.16 Measured EVM, gain and overall PAE vs. Pout of the ET-PA system for the 
WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz; VDD = 4.2 V 
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Figure 3.17 Measured output spectra of the ET-PA and fixed-supply PA for the WiMAX 
64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. The Pout is kept at 17 dBm for both cases. 
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Figure 3.18 Measured output spectra of the ET-PA (Pout = 17 dBm) and fixed-supply PA 
(Pout = 13.5 dBm) for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. 
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The timing misalignment between the amplitude path and the RF path can cause 

significant distortions for the ET-PA system [1]. In the system-on-chip (SoC) 

implementation of ET-based transmitters, knowing the tolerance of the timing mismatch 

is very helpful to the design of the timing alignment algorithm [14]. Figure 3.19 shows 

the SPICE simulated and measured output EVM and gain of the entire ET-PA system vs. 

the timing misalignment. The simulated and measured EVM values match rather well, 

while the simulated gain is ~1 dB lower than the measurement data. As shown in Figure 

3.19, the EVM of the ET-PA is increased by ~0.4% with a timing misalignment of one 

sample period (i.e., 25 ns) for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal. Once the timing 

misalignment is larger than one sample period, the EVM of the ET-PA grows rapidly. 

Figure 3.19 shows that the timing misalignment causes the gain reduction of the ET-PA 

system as well.  
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Figure 3.19 Measured and simulated EVM and gain vs. timing mismatch between the RF 
path and the amplitude path of the ET-PA system for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75MHz 
signal at 2.3 GHz. VDD = 4.2 V, Pin = 4 dBm, sampling frequency = 40 MHz 
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3.6 Decresting Algorithm 

3.6.1 Decresting Algorithm Development 

For further enhancement of the overall ET-PA system efficiency, I have further 

developed a decresting algorithm that can be applied in the baseband of the system to 

reduce the high PAR of the WiMAX signal. The clipping ratio (CR) of the decresting 

algorithm is defined as: 

20 log peak

clip

A
CR

A

 
   

 
        (3.5) 

, where Apeak denotes the peak amplitude at the input of the clipper, and Aclip is the 

clipping level. Figure 3.20 shows the block diagram of the decresting algorithm 

developed in the Agilent’s ADS environment, which includes the clipping and filtering 

processes (i.e., soft limiter). The blocks shown in Figure 3.20 are directly available in 

Agilent’s ADS. Appendix D provides more details of the decresting algorithm. As shown 

in Figure 3.20, the error signal is generated by the subtraction of the original signal and 

the clipped signal and then filtered through a FIR low pass filter (LPF). The decrested 

signal is formed by subtracting the delayed original signal with the filtered error signal. 

Please note that the phase signal should not be affected by this decresting algorithm. 

Figure 3.21 shows the amplitude waveforms of the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal 

before and after applying the decresting algorithm using the soft limiter. To investigate 

the effects of the filtering process in the decresting algorithm, the hard limiter (i.e., 

without any filtering process after clipping as shown in Figure 3.20) is also utilized in the 

measurement to compare with the soft limiting method.  
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Figure 3.20 Block diagram of the decresting algorithm using a soft limiter in ADS 
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Figure 3.21 Simulated envelope waveforms of the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal 
before and after using the soft limiter decresting algorithm with a clipping ratio of 4 dB; 
the power of the WiMAX signal is 10 dBm. 
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3.6.2 Experimental Results Using the Decresting Algorithm 

The decresting algorithm is applied to both the amplitude path and the RF path of the 

ET-PA system in the measurement. The effects of using hard limiter or soft limiter with 

different clipping ratios (CRs) are investigated for the efficiency and linearity 

performances of the ET-PA. Four cases have been studied here: (1) without any 

decresting algorithm in the baseband; (2) soft limiter with a CR of 2.1 dB; (3) soft limiter 

with a CR of 2.5 dB; and (4) hard limiter with a CR of 2.5 dB. The measured EVM, PAE 

and Pout of the ET-PA system are summarized in Table 3.1 for the above four cases. 

Figure 3.21 shows the output spectra of the ET-PA before and after using the hard limiter 

and soft limiter decresting algorithms (both with a CR of 2.5 dB). According to Table 3.1 

and Figure 3.21, several points can be concluded as follows: 

(1) The soft limiter decresting algorithm reduces the PAR of the WiMAX signal, allowing 

higher linear Pout and higher PAE while still meeting the EVM spec of 5% and passing 

the WiMAX spectral mask. Note a higher CR will result in higher maximum linear Pout 

(thus with higher PAE) that can pass the WiMAX spectral mask, but at the cost of worse 

EVM. 

(2) The filtering process used in the soft limiter introduces peaking to the clipped 

envelope in the time domain, resulting in higher PAR compared with the case using the 

hard limiter. For example, with the same CR of 2.5 dB, the PAR of using the soft limiter 

is 0.4 dB higher than the case of using the hard limiter. With the same EVM performance 

of 4.9%, the ET-PA using a hard limiter achieves 0.2 dB higher Pout than the one using a 

soft limiter, leading to 1.3% higher PAE as well.  

(3) As shown in Figure 3.22, the soft limiter reduces the Adjacent Channel Power Ratio 

(ACPR) (see Figure 3.22 (A)) compared to the one using a hard limiter with the same 

clipping ratio of 2.5 dB (see Figure 3.22 (B)), making the output spectrum pass the 

stringent WiMAX 64QAM spectral mask. Therefore, the filtering process after clipping is 

necessary for applications that require stringent spectral mask specs, such as the case for 

the WiMAX 64QAM modulation. The hard limiter may be applicable in other 
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applications where the requirement of out-of-band emission is more relaxed, such as in 

the case of WLAN as reported in [15].  

 

Table 3.1 Performance summary of the ET-PA using different decresting algorithms 

Decresting Type PAR (dB) Pout (dBm) EVM (%) PAE (%) Pass Mask 

ET w/o Decresting 10.5 17.0 4.4 30.5 Yes 

ET w/ Soft Limiter  
(CR = 2.1dB) 

8.9 17.2 4.6 31.2 Yes 

ET w/ Soft Limiter  
(CR = 2.5dB) 

8.5 17.4 4.9 33.0 Yes 

ET w/ Hard Limiter  
(CR = 2.5dB) 

8.1 17.6 4.9 34.3 No 

Note:  
(1) The WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal was applied to the four cases; supply voltage = 4.2 V 
(2) The EVM spec is 5% for the WiMAX 64QAM standard. 
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Figure 3.22 Measured output spectra of the ET-PA system for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 
MHz signal: (A) before and after using the soft limiter decresting algorithms, (B) before 
and after using the hard limiter decresting algorithm. Supply voltage (VDD) = 4.2 V, and 
the performances of each case are listed in Table 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.23 (A, C) shows the measured AM-AM characteristics of the ET-PA system 

before and after using the soft limiter decresting algorithm (CR = 2.5 dB). The AM-AM 
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characteristic without using the decresting algorithm has a small saturation at the high 

power region, while the AM-AM linearity is enhanced after the decresting algorithm is 

applied. Measurement results also verified that the AM-PM characteristic is not affected 

by the decresting algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.23 (B, D). The performance summary 

of the ET-PA against other state-of-the-art ET/EER-PA designs is given in Table 3.2, 

which clearly shows that the ET-PA presented in this work achieves one of the highest 

PAEs among the Si-based ET/EER-PAs for high PAR wideband signals. The linearity of 

the ET-PA is expected to be improved further by adding some predistortion techniques, 

allowing the PA to deliver higher linear Pout with an improved overall PAE [21].  
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Figure 3.23 Measured AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics of the ET-PA: (A, B) before 
and (C, D) after using soft limiter decresting algorithm; CR = 2.5 dB, VDD = 4.2 V 
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Table 3.2 Performance summary of the SiGe ET-PA presented in this chapter with state- 
of-the-art ET/EER-PAs 

 
Freq. 
(GHz) 

Gain 
(dB) 

(1)Pout 
(dBm) 

(2)PAE EVM 
BW 

(MHz) 

(3)EM 
Eff. 

(4)Mod. (5)PD Technology 

[4] 2.4 6.5 19 28% 2.8% 20 60% 
WLAN 
64QAM 

Yes discrete PA 

[6] 1.75 --- 23.8 22% 1.69% 0.384 --- EDGE Yes 
0.18μm 
CMOS 

[10] 1.88 27.9 23.9 34.3% 2.98% 5 75% 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

No 
2μm InGaP 

/GaAs 

[17] 2.0 --- 19.6 22.6% 2.5% 20 --- 
WLAN 
64QAM 

No 
0.13μm 
CMOS 

[18] 2.4 11 20 28% 5% 20 65% 
WLAN 
64QAM 

Yes 
0.18μm 

SiGe 
BiCMOS 

[19] 1.56 --- 13.6 7.2% 4.6% 20 --- 
WLAN 
64QAM 

No 
0.18μm 
CMOS 

[20] 1.92 --- 15.3 22% 1.5% 5 --- 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

Yes 
0.13μm 

SOI-CMOS 

This 
work 

2.3 10.5 17.4 33% 4.9% 8.75 69% 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

No 
0.18μm 

SiGe 
BiCMOS 

Note:  
(1) The maximum linear Pout that passes the linearity specs of the specified wireless standard.  
(2) The PAE values reported here include the efficiency of the envelope modulators. 
(3) EM. Eff.: The efficiency of the envelope modulator 
(4) Mod.: Modulation; (5) PD: predistortion 
(6) [6], [10], [17], [18] use the monolithic CMOS envelope modulator in the system, which will be the 
focus of the next chapter. [19], [20] use digitally modulated polar PAs.  

 

3.7 Summary 

The circuits and system design insights of a highly efficient and linear ET-PA system 

have been discussed using the common-emitter SiGe PA and the discrete linear-assisted 

switching envelope modulator. The switching frequency of the switching stage and the 

bandwidth of the linear stage have been investigated carefully to make the envelope 

modulator applicable for high PAR wideband applications. The WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 

MHz signal was used to characterize the linearity and efficiency performances of the 

ET-PA system. In addition to the efficiency enhancement, the linearity enhancement was 

clearly observed once the ET technique was applied to the PA, which is very interesting. 
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Without needing any predistortion, the entire ET-PA system achieved an overall PAE of 

30.5% at Pout of 17 dBm with an EVM of 4.4%, while successfully passing the stringent 

WiMAX spectral mask. The PAR decresting algorithm using soft/hard limiters further 

increased the efficiency of the ET-PA system. The clipping process reduces the PAR of 

the signal, allowing higher Pout and overall PAE. Meanwhile, the filtering process after 

clipping improves the ACPR but at the cost of higher EVM. For WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 

MHz signals, the soft limiter was applied to the ET-PA in order to meet the stringent 

spectral mask. The maximum linear Pout of the ET-PA was increased to 17.4 dBm with an 

overall PAE of 33% by using the soft limiter decresting algorithm. The literature survey 

has indicated that the ET-PA presented in this chapter achieved one of the highest PAEs 

among the Si-based ET/EER PAs for high PAR wideband applications.  

This chapter, in part or in full, is the material that appears in the papers published in Y. 

Li, J. Lopez, D. Y.C. Lie, K. Chen, S. Wu, T.-Y. Yang, and G.-K. Ma, “Circuits and 

system design of RF polar transmitters using envelope-tracking and SiGe power amplifier 

for mobile WiMAX,” IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst. I – Reg. Papers, vol. 58, no. 6, pp. 

893-901, June 2011; Y. Li, J. Lopez, D. Y.C. Lie, K. Chen, S. Wu, T.Y. Yang, “SiGe 

class-E power amplifier with envelope tracking for mobile WiMAX/Wibro applications,” 

Proc. IEEE Int. Symp. on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), May 2009, pp. 2017-2020; Y. Li, 

D. Meng, J. Lopez, D. Y.C. Lie, K.C.J. Chen, S. Wu, and T.-Y. Yang, “A de-cresting 

technique for polar transmitters using envelope-tracking (ET) and SiGe power amplifiers 

for mobile-WiMAX,” Proc. IEEE. 2nd Int. Conf. on Microwaves, Communications, 

Antennas and Electronic Systems (COMCAS), Nov. 2009, pp. 1-4.  
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CHAPTER IV  

4. FULLY MONOLITHIC BICMOS ENVELOPE-TRACKING CASCODE 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter III, I have discussed the high-performance ET-PA system using the 

monolithic SiGe PA and a discrete envelope modulator, which has demonstrated the 

potential application of the ET technique for high efficiency handsets applications with 

good linearity. This prompts me to investigate into a fully monolithic ET-PA system as a 

low cost highly integration solution for the 3G/4G handset applications. In this chapter, I 

will show that a CMOS envelope modulator IC has been designed and integrated with a 

cascode SiGe PA on a same die in a TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology.  

To achieve high output power (Pout) with good reliability for Si-based PAs, the cascode 

PA topology has been widely used to relieve the voltage stress on the power devices 

[1]-[3]. In [4]-[6], the cascode PAs showed the potential effectiveness in EER-based 

polar transmitters (TXs), delivering Pout over 30 dBm for the low PAR narrowband 

applications (e.g., EDGE), but the PA linearity was not a topic of emphasis in these 

works. However, as will be demonstrated in this chapter, the linearity of the cascode PA 

is greatly affected by the operation of the common-base transistor, making the integration 

of the cascode PA with the ET technique a non-trivial challenge. Therefore, the 

methodology of successfully applying the ET technique to the cascode PA will be 

discussed in this chapter, with the emphases on the efficiency and linearity trade-offs for 

the optimal design of circuits and system.  

As has been presented in Chapter III, a highly efficient and linear envelope modulator 

is a key to achieve the best performances for an overall ET-PA system. In this work, the 

integrated envelope modulator will be carefully optimized, which is specific to the 

cascode SiGe PA for the LTE and WiMAX broadband signals. The efficiency and 

linearity of the entire ET-PA system will be evaluated for the WiMAX and LTE 

modulated signals. I believe we may be the first group in the world that has successfully 
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demonstrated a fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA system with the cascode SiGe PA and 

CMOS envelope modulator, reaching world-record efficiency for the LTE applications! 

This monolithic ET-PA is an essential step towards achieving a fully integrated 

large-signal ET-based low-cost TX system for mobile wideband wireless applications.  

 

4.2 Differential Cascocde SiGe Power Amplifier 

4.2.1 Cascode PA Design and Continuous Wave Measurement 

We have only reported the design of single-ended common-emitter SiGe PAs in the 

previous chapters so far. To reduce the effects of ground parasitic inductance to increase 

the gain and Pout, the differential topology is now often adopted in the literature for 

Si-based PA design [4]-[7], which will be discussed here. In the design of the differential 

cascode SiGe PA, a high-fT low-BVCEO bipolar device (BVCEO ~ 3.8 V) is utilized as the 

common-emitter (CE) stage and a high-BVCEO low-fT bipolar device (BVCEO ~ 6 V) is 

used as the common-base (CB) stage. The simplified schematic of the differential 

cascode PA is shown in Figure 4.1. The differential topology can reduce the second 

harmonics and also the parasitic ground inductance at RF, which can hurt the gain and 

PAE of a PA significantly [7]. Due to the linearity concerns and the intended designed 

capability to perform dynamic power supply modulation, the CB transistor is self-biased 

and the details will be discussed in the next section. The base of the CB transistor is 

connected to VCC through Rb-Cb and the DC voltage applied to the base of the CB 

transistor is close to VCC [3], [6]. This cascode SiGe PA was tested on an FR4 printed 

circuit board (PCB). The RF chokes (RFC) were implemented by bondwires and also 

with off-chip inductors to achieve the minimum inductor losses for highest PAE. The 

output tank inductors were also implemented by bondwires. This PA requires two 

off-chip baluns to convert the differential signal into a single-ended signal and vice versa. 

The balun loss was de-embedded from the measurement results.  
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Figure 4.1 Simplified schematic of the differential cascode SiGe PA 

 

The definition of broadband PAs in [8]-[10] is based on the PA’s ability to achieve a 

similar compressed output power across the band of interest, while maintaining its high 

PAE. In this cascode PA circuit, if we ignore the parasitics, the RFC and output LC tank 

are the only frequency selective components. When the cascode PA is optimized with a 

low-Q output matching network, it can demonstrate a fairly constant compressed output 

power (Pout) with high PAE over a wide bandwidth [8]. Figure 4.2 shows the 

continuous-wave (CW) measurement results of the differential cascode SiGe PA driven 

into P1dB compression at different frequencies. The Pout at P1dB maintains around 24-25.5 

dBm with a PAE of 48%-60% from 0.8 GHz to 2.6 GHz. These performances were 

achieved by testing several PA dies with the same tuning for the best possible bandwidth 

over the desired frequency range. This testing methodology ensured the performance 

reproducibility across several units. Furthermore, the cascode PA remained highly stable 

across the broad frequency bands of interest.  
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Figure 4.2 Measured frequency response of the P1dB output power and PAE (at P1dB) of 
the differential cascode SiGe PA in the CW mode; supply voltage VCC = 3.6 V 
 

Since the traditional S-parameters measurement is based on the small-signal 

assumption, it is not very useful to characterize the input matching for a large-signal PA. 

The PA input matching in this work, therefore, is assessed by the frequency response of 

the input reflection at several input power levels. Figure 4.3 shows the input reflection 

remains stable across the entire band (i.e., 0.8 GHz to 2.6 GHz) with only a ±1.5 dB 

variation, presenting well defined input impedances. The characteristics of a stable input 

matching in addition to a constant output P1dB (refer to Figure 4.2) validate the broadband 

nature of the designed cascode PA. Also, even though the cascode PA was driven into 

compression, the input reflection was not highly affected. For example, the PA was driven 

into compression regions at the input power of 8 dBm at frequencies below 2.1 GHz, but 

the change of the input reflection is small as shown in Figure 4.3. This demonstrates a 

good isolation between the input and output ports because of the cascode topology used.  
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Figure 4.3 Measured frequency response of the input reflection at different input power 
levels to the cascode SiGe PA shown in Figure 4.1 

 

4.2.2 Linearity Improvement for the Cascode PA in ET System 

To successfully apply the ET technique to the cascode PA with good linearity, the 

necessary circuit design and envelope shaping method need to be investigated and utilized. 

Here, two circuit topologies will be compared for the optimal use of the cascode PA in the 

ET system: (1) constant biasing of the CB transistor (i.e., the conventional cascode PA 

[4]); and (2) self-biasing of the CB transistor. Figures 4.4 (A) and (B) show the simplified 

schematics of the constant biased cascode PA and the self-biased cascode PA, 

respectively. To analyze the effect of the CB transistor to the PA linearity, the CB 

transistor is simply modeled as an equivalent “on-resistance” (RON). Figure 4.5 shows the 

simulated RON of the CB transistor vs. different supply voltage (VCC) levels for the above 

two cases. The RON of the constant biased CB transistor linearly decreases from 52 Ω to 

11 Ω as VCC decreases from 4.2 V to 0.8 V, while the RON of the self-biased CB transistor 

remains more-or-less constant with very little variation at VCC above 1.9 V (i.e., from 24 

Ω to 26 Ω), and starts to rapidly increase once VCC drops below 1.9 V.  
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To achieve good linearity for the cascode ET-PA design, it is desirable to maintain the 

RON of the CB transistor as a constant within the swing range of the modulated VCC, as 

will be examined later through the RF/analog/digital system co-simulation. In this work, I 

propose the envelope shifting method and use it to modulate the VCC of the self-biased 

cascode PA. The envelope shifting method is illustrated in Figure 4.6 for the WiMAX 

64QAM 5 MHz signal. The envelope signal is raised to a predetermined minimal DC level 

(e.g., 1.9 V in this case), meanwhile the AC magnitude of the envelope signal is reduced 

to avoid possible clipping of the envelope modulator. As can been seen from Figure 4.5, 

once the VCC of the self-biased cascode PA is modulated by this shifted envelope signal, 

the RON of the CB transistor remains largely constant. Please note that my approach of 

applying the cascode PA to the ET system is different from the work reported in [4], 

where the constant biased cascode PA was used to achieve high efficiency in a 

conventional EER system (also its linearity was not reported in [4]). In this work, meeting 

the stringent linearity requirement becomes the major concern for realizing a fully 

monolithic ET-PA system with high PAR wideband signals.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Simplified schematics: (A) the conventional constant biased cascode SiGe PA; 
(B) the proposed self-biased cascode SiGe PA 
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Figure 4.5 Simulated RON vs. VCC of the CB transistor using self-biasing and constant 
biasing, respectively 
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Figure 4.6 Simulated envelope waveforms of the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal before 
and after using the proposed envelope shifting method 
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To validate my approach for improving the linearity of the cascode SiGe PA under the 

ET operation, the entire ET-PA system using the differential cascode SiGe PA is 

simulated with the RF/analog/digital co-simulation platform. The realistic SPICE models 

provided by the TSMC 0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS design kit were used for designing and 

simulating the cascode PA. To highlight the effects of the envelope shifting technique, an 

ideal envelope modulator (i.e., a distortion-less gain block in ADS) is used in this 

particular simulation to remove the distortion from the amplitude path. The WiMAX 

64QAM 5 MHz signal was applied to the system. Figure 4.7 shows the simulated 

AM-AM and AM-PM distortions of the ET-PA using the conventional constant biased 

cascode PA and the proposed self-biased cascode PA with the envelope shifting 

technique shown in Fig. 4.6. The AM-AM characteristic of the conventional cascode PA 

under the ET operation has a large distortion at the low instantaneous input amplitude 

(i.e., called “knee effect” in [11], [12]), while its AM-PM characteristic has a large phase 

difference of ~65°. Both AM-AM and AM-PM distortions are greatly diminished by 

using the proposed self-biasing topology with the envelope shifting method. Figure 4.8 

shows the simulated output spectra of the ET-PA using the constant biased cascode PA 

and the self-biased cascode PA. The latter case (i.e., self-biased cascode PA) is also 

simulated with and without the envelope shifting technique. It is clearly seen that the 

output spectrum of the self-biased cascode PA with envelope shifting has the lowest 

distortion. These simulation results indicate that the proposed self-biasing cascode 

topology with the envelope shifting method makes the cascode PA applicable in the ET 

system with good linearity.  
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Figure 4.7 Simulated AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics of the cascode ET-PA for the 
WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal: (A, B) conventional constant biased cascode PA without 
the envelope shifting, (C, D) proposed self-biased cascode PA with the envelope shifting. 
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Figure 4.8 Simulated output spectra of the ET-PA system using the constant biased 
cascode PA and self-biased cascode PA with/without the envelope shifting. The ideal 
envelope modulator was used in the simulation to highlight the effect of the envelope 
shifting method shown in Figure 4.6. The WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 GHz 
was applied to the system. 
 

 

Once the cascode PA is optimized for good linearity in the ET system using the 

self-biasing topology and the envelope shifting method, it is important to characterize the 

cascode PA in terms of efficiency. Figure 4.9 shows the measured PAE against Pout of the 

self-biased cascode PA at various VCC in the continuous wave (CW) mode. The PAE 

trajectory on the PAE clusters represents the real-time operation of the ET-PA. The PAE 

trajectory is obtained at each peak PAE point of different VCC levels. As the VCC is 

modulated from 1.8 V to 4.2 V, the PAE of the ET-PA varies between 53% and 61%. 

Figure 4.9 also shows the load impedance Rload presented by this self-biased cascode PA 

under the modulated VCC. It is calculated from the DC supply voltage and the measured 

DC supply current of the PA at each peak PAE point. The Rload stays constantly at ~20 Ω, 

when VCC is swept from 1.8 V to 4.2 V. The value of Rload is an important factor for the 
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design of the envelope modulator, since the Rload affects the efficiency and bandwidth of 

the envelope modulator, as will be demonstrated in the next section.  
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Figure 4.9 The PAE vs. Pout of the self-biased cascode SiGe PA (measured at different 
VCC at the CW mode) and the load impedance (Rload) seen by the envelope modulator 

 

4.3 Design of Fully Integrated CMOS Envelope Modulator 

In this section, a CMOS envelope modulator will be integrated with the cascode SiGe 

PA on the same die to form a monolithic ET-PA system. Compared with the discrete 

solution as described in Chapter III, the monolithic implementation of the envelope 

modulator has several benefits: (1) it can reduce cost; (2) it can have an integrated signal 

path providing better signal integrity, and (3) the transistors can be optimized more freely 

according to different power levels for better performances [13].  

Figure 4.10 shows the simplified block diagram of the integrated envelope modulator 

connected with the cascode SiGe PA. The envelope modulator was designed in the TSMC 

0.35 μm BiCMOS process, but no bipolar devices were used in this particular block. The 

envelope modulator utilizes the same hybrid configuration as described in Chapter III (i.e., 

the linear-assisted switching envelope modulator), consisting of a linear stage (i.e., an 
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Op-Amp) and a switching stage (i.e., a buck converter). The high efficiency switching 

stage mainly supplies the DC and low frequency contents of the envelope signal, while the 

linear stage tracks the rest of the high frequency contents. The output current of the linear 

stage is sensed and compared with the threshold level of a hysteresis comparator to control 

the switching stage. The voltage gain of the linear Op-Amp in feedback mode is set as 6 

dB.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Simplified block diagram of the integrated envelope modulator connected to 
the differential cascode SiGe PA on the same die 

 

4.3.1 Linear Stage of the Envelope Modulator 

The simplified schematic of the linear stage is shown in Figure 4.11. The linear stage 

uses a folded cascode amplifier with gain-boosting to meet the slew-rate requirement of 

the LTE and WiMAX envelope signals. The output stage of the Op-Amp has a common 

source structure biased at the class-AB mode for a good compromise between distortion 
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and quiescent power dissipation. The efficiency of the class-AB output stage is the key for 

achieving high efficiency of the linear stage. Since all the DC current is supplied by the 

switching stage, the loss of the class-AB stage is almost zero at the DC level of the output 

signal. When the output transistors (M16 and M17) begin to source or sink current, the 

voltage across them will cause power loss, expressed as: 

   pMOS load sw DD outP I I V V          (4.1a) 

 nMOS sw load outP I I V           (4.1b) 

Figure 4.12 (A)-(D) show the current and voltage waveforms of the envelope 

modulator with and without using the envelope shifting method for the LTE 16QAM 5 

MHz signal. As discussed in Chapter 3, when a large value of inductor (L) is chosen for 

the switching stage, the switching current (ISW) has slowly varying amplitudes with a 

lower switching frequency, performing nearly as a constant current source. The optimal 

selection of L for the fully-integrated BiCMOS ET-PA will be discussed in details in the 

next section. The AC contents of the load current (Iload) is taken care by the linear stage. 

When the load current (Iload) is higher than ISW, the pMOS device (M16) of the class-AB 

stage sources the current; and when Iload is lower than ISW, the nMOS device (M17) of the 

class-AB stage sinks the current. The instantaneous power losses from M16 and M17 

against the output voltage (Vout) can be clearly seen from Figure 4.12 (E) and (F). The 

average power loss from M16 is reduced from 38 mW to 17 mW by using the envelope 

shifting technique, while the average power losses from M17 are very close in both cases. 

According to Eq. (4.1a), the envelope shifting mainly reduces the power loss from M16 

for the class-AB stage, because it pushes Vout closer to VDD (i.e., VDD–Vout becomes 

smaller as shown in Figure 4.12 (B)). On the other hand, even though Vout becomes 

higher with the envelope shifting method, the linear stage sinks less current than the case 

without envelope shifting (see the comparison between Figure 4.12 (C) and (D)). This 

helps to maintain the power loss from M17 roughly the same as the case without using 

envelope shifting.  
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Figure 4.11 Simplified schematic of the linear Op-Amp with a class-AB output stage 
used in the design of the integrated CMOS envelope modulator 
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Figure 4.12 SPICE simulated waveforms and power losses of the CMOS envelope 
modulator for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal before and after using the envelope shifting 
method: (A, B) voltage waveforms, (C, D) current waveforms, and (E, F) instantaneous 
power losses from the class-AB output stage of the Op-Amp. Rload = 20 Ω 

 

4.3.2 Switching Stage of the Envelope Modulator 

In this cascode ET-PA system, the envelope shifting method reduces the AC magnitude 

of the envelope signal, while raising its DC content (refer to Figure 4.6). Therefore, the 

switching stage supplies more current to the load than the case without envelope shifting, 

and its efficiency becomes more dominant to the overall efficiency of the envelope 

modulator. It is well-known that there are at least two main mechanisms of power loss in 
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the switching stage: (1) conduction loss; and (2) switching loss. The MOSFET switchers 

need to be sized for the minimal total power loss (i.e., the conduction loss plus the 

switching loss). The conduction loss is caused by the on-resistance of the switching FETs 

when they are conducting, expressed as [13] 

2 2

cond_loss , ,(1 )SW on p SW on nP D I R D I R            (4.2) 

, where D is the average duty cycle of the switching pulses, ISW  is the average output 

current of the buck converter, Ron,p is the on-resistance of the pMOS switcher, and Ron,n is 

the on-resistance of the nMOS switcher. The conduction loss is not dependent on the 

switching frequency and is inversely proportional to the device width. In the design of 

this integrated CMOS envelope modulator, the sizes of pMOS and nMOS of the buck 

converter are chosen as 20 mm × 0.4 μm and 7 mm × 0.4 μm, respectively. According to 

the SPICE simulation, Ron,p and Ron,n are ~0.26 Ω and ~0.27 Ω, respectively. The ISW  

is 140 mA when driving a Rload of 20 Ω (see Figure 4.12). Therefore, the conduction loss 

of the buck converter is ~10.5 mW according to (4.2).  

The switching loss is caused from the simultaneous current and voltage overlap during 

the device on/off time (i.e., called crossover loss in [13]), as well as the loss due to its 

input and output capacitances during switching [13]-[15]. The crossover loss can be 

minimized by adding a delay at the gate of the nMOS as the work in [15] (see Figure 

4.10). Once the crossover loss is minimized, the switching loss can be expressed as [13]: 

 2 2
sw_loss d max g g swdP C V C V f          (4.3) 

, where Cd is the total drain capacitance, Cg is the total gate capacitance, fsw is the average 

switching frequency, Vdmax is the high level voltage at the drain (i.e., 4.2 V), and Vg is the 

turn-on voltage of the MOSFET switchers (i.e., 4.2 V). The switching loss is related to 

both the device width and the switching frequency. A smaller device width can have 

smaller gate and drain capacitances, but causing higher conduction loss due to its higher 

on-resistance. For the selected MOSFET switchers, the total drain capacitance and gate 
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capacitance are ~51 pF and ~52 pF obtained from the SPICE simulations, respectively. 

Also, according to the SPICE simulation, the average switching frequency is 0.9 MHz 

with an inductor of 56 µH. The selection of the inductor value will be discussed later for 

the trade-off between the efficiency vs. the overall linearity. Therefore, the calculated 

conduction loss is ~1.6 mW from (4.3). By comparing the values of conduction loss and 

switching loss, one can see that with a relatively low switching frequency, the conduction 

loss is dominant to the total power loss of the switching stage.  

The switching buck converter is controlled by sensing the output current of the linear 

stage and comparing it with the threshold level of a hysteresis comparator. The hysteretic 

current control is implemented by a high-gain open-loop comparator with an internal 

positive feedback. The simplified circuitry schematic is shown in Figure 4.13, consisting 

of a positive feedback stage and a three-stage buffer. This comparator is based on a 

standard CMOS design as described in [35]. To obtain a stable hysteresis window for the 

comparator, a cascode current sink (M5 and M8) is used to increase its output resistance 

for a more constant bias current. Typically, a small h is desired to keep the error of the 

output envelope small for good linearity [14]. In this design, the hysteresis window is 

~11-14 mV according to the SPICE simulations with process and temperature variations. 

Once the h is fixed, the optimal average switching frequency can be selected by only 

adjusting the off-chip inductor for the trade-off between the efficiency vs. linearity, as 

will be discussed later.  
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Figure 4.13 Simplified circuit schematic of the hysteretic comparator with a three-stage 
buffer used in the CMOS envelope modulator design 

 

The switching stage generates switching ripples (or the switching noise) that will be 

mixed with the modulated carrier in the PA, which can cause large spurious noise at the 

RF output. This situation is especially critical for the PA powered by a stand-alone 

switching modulator using the conventional pulse-width modulation (PWM) scheme with 

a constant switching frequency [36]. Typically, the switching noise of the stand-alone 

DC-DC converter is suppressed by a large external L-C filter, which inevitably increases 

the system size and cost [36]. To mitigate the impacts of the spurious noise caused by the 

stand-alone DC-DC converters, several techniques of altering their switching behaviors 

have been reported, such as the frequency hopping, stepping, and dithering in [17]-[20]. 

For this linear-assisted switching envelope modulator topology, however, the switching 

ripples can be effectively suppressed by the linear stage, as discussed and demonstrated 

in Chapter III. Moreover, the switching frequency of this linear-assisted switching 

modulator is time-varying as it changes with the instantaneous envelope input signal, 

such that the spurious noise is spread over a wider frequency range. Therefore, the peak 

magnitude of the spurs is considerably reduced, compared to the stand-alone PWM- 

controlled switching modulator. Figure 4.14 shows the simulated output spectrum of the 
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envelope modulator for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal, which follows the ideal output 

spectrum very well up to 20 MHz with rather low switching noise.  
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Figure 4.14 SPICE simulated output envelope spectra of the envelope modulator for the 
LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal 

 

As has been demonstrated in Chapter III, the optimal value of L should be selected for 

the best trade-off between the efficiency vs. linearity. My approach of selecting the value 

of L is different from the earlier works reported in references [11], [14], [16], where the 

value of L is selected only for the best efficiency. Figure 4.15 plots the measured EVM 

and the overall PAE of the entire ET-PA system using different off-chip inductors for both 

LTE 16QAM 5 MHz and 10 MHz signals. The Pout of the ET-PA was kept at 23 dBm for 

all cases here. The EVM increases with smaller L and is more sensitive to L for the 10 

MHz LTE signal than for the 5 MHz LTE signal. On the other hand, the best power 

efficiency is achieved by L of 22 µH for the LTE 10 MHz signal, but the efficiency 

reduction is only 0.7% as L changes from 22 µH to 56 µH. Such negligible efficiency 

improvement is not worthy to obtain at the cost of higher EVM, and therefore the L is 

chosen at the higher value side (i.e., 56 µH instead of 22 µH). With the L of 56 µH, the 

average switching frequency of this envelope modulator is 0.9 MHz for the LTE 16QAM 
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5 MHz signal obtained from the SPICE simulations. With such a low average switching 

frequency, most of the switching ripples coming from the buck converter should reside at 

the low frequency range, which can be effectively suppressed by the linear stage. Please 

note that the switching frequency in this work is generally lower than those reported in 

other works such as [11], [13]-[16], but the efficiency of the monolithic envelope 

modulator is still maintained at a very higher level of ~80%. As has been demonstrated in 

Chapter III, the switching stage should be designed to always operate in its continuous 

mode. Figure 4.16 shows the SPICE simulated current waveforms of this CMOS 

integrated envelope modulator at the boundary of the discontinuous mode with L of 1 µH. 

An inductance smaller than 1 µH may cause the buck converter entering into its 

discontinuous mode.  
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Figure 4.15 Measured EVM and overall PAE of the monolithic ET-PA system against 
different values of L for the LTE 64QAM 5 MHz and 10 MHz signals, VDD = 4.2 V. 
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Figure 4.16 SPICE simulated current waveforms of the CMOS linear-assisted switching 
envelope modulator at the boundary of the discontinuous mode (L = 1 µH, Rload = 25 Ω) 

 

4.3.3 Maximum Output Voltage and Bandwidth vs. Rload 

A major design concern regarding to the monolithic ET-PA system is the Rload 

presented by the PA to the envelope modulator, which can directly affect the bandwidth 

and the maximum output voltage (Vout) of the envelope modulator design. Figure 4.17 

shows the measured 1-dB bandwidth and the maximum Vout at different values of Rload. 

The 1-dB bandwidth is defined as the frequency bandwidth where the gain response will 

decrease by only 1 dB. One can see that both the 1-dB bandwidth and the maximum Vout 

increase with larger Rload. The minimum Rload was previously found to be ~20 Ω for the 

differential cascode SiGe PA (see Figure 4.9). Based on Figure 4.17, the 1-dB bandwidth 

and the maximum Vout of the integrated envelope modulator are above 10 MHz and 4 V 

at Rload >20 Ω, respectively, ensuring good linearity performances for the ET-PA system. 

For the modulated input signals with even wider bandwidths, smart algorithms may be 

used to reduce the bandwidths of their envelope signals to make the ET-PA attractive, 

such as the work reported in [21]. Figure 4.18 shows the measured input, output and 

switching waveforms of the integrated envelope modulator for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 
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MHz signal. The switching voltage waveform is measured at the drain of the pMOS 

(please refer to Figure 4.10). The output signal shows good fidelity compared with the 

input signal. The output voltage range is from 1.9 V to 4.05 V at the load resistance of 20 

Ω and VDD of 4.2 V.  
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Figure 4.17 Measured 1-dB bandwidth and maximum output voltage of the integrated 
CMOS envelope modulator at different load resistances; VDD = 4.2 V 
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Figure 4.18 Measured transient waveforms of the integrated CMOS envelope modulator 
with the shifted envelope of the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz; voltage gain of 6 dB 

 

4.4 Experimental Results 

The entire cascode ET-PA system was fabricated in the commercially available TSMC 

0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS process. Figure 4.19 shows the chip micrograph with a total chip 

area (including pads) of 1.5 mm × 1.1 mm. This ET-PA system is evaluated on the same 

test bench described in Chapter III. Currently, the envelope shifting method is 

implemented with the Agilent vector signal generator (E4438C). The minimum envelope 

level can be manually adjusted for the minimum EVM of the ET-PA. For the data reported 

in this chapter, no predistortion was applied to the ET-PA system. The overall PAE 

reported below includes the power consumption incurred by the envelope modulator.  
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Figure 4.19 Chip micrograph of the fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA system (1.5 mm × 
1.1 mm with pads; the active area without the pads is 1.3 mm × 0.9 mm) 
 
 

4.5.1 Linearity and Efficiency Performance 

Figure 4.20 shows the measured EVM, gain and overall PAE of the monolithic ET-PA 

system for the WiMAX 64QAM 5MHz signal at 2.4 GHz (PAR ~ 10 dB). The EVM is 

kept under 4.5% for Pout up to 22.3 dBm with the maximum overall PAE of 33%. The 

EVM, gain and overall PAE are also measured for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 

GHz (PAR ~ 7 dB) as shown in Figure 4.21. Under the EVM limit of 12.5% for LTE 

applications, the ET-PA was able to deliver the Pout of 24.3 dBm (i.e., at P1dB) with an 

impressive overall PAE of 42%. The PAE and Pout for WiMAX is lower than the case of 

LTE due to the higher PAR of the WiMAX signal. Moreover, this ET-PA can also 

support multi-band applications, as shown in Figure 4.22 for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz 

signal at 0.8/1.75/2.4 GHz. The maximum linear Pout of the ET-PA is 23.5/24.2/24.3 dBm 

with high PAE values of 43%/43%/42% and good EVM values of 3.8%/4.8%/5%, 

respectively.  
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Figure 4.20 Measured EVM, gain and overall PAE of the monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA 
system (using the cascode SiGe PA with the CMOS envelope modulator) for the WiMAX 
64QAM 5MHz signal at 2.4 GHz 
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Figure 4.21 Measured EVM, gain and overall PAE of the monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA 
system (using the cascode SiGe PA with the CMOS envelope modulator) for the LTE 
16QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 GHz 
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Figure 4.22 Measured overall PAE and EVM (at P1dB) of the monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA 
system (using the cascode SiGe PA with the CMOS envelope modulator) for the LTE 
16QAM 5 MHz signals at 0.8/1.75/2.4 GHz 

 

4.5.2 Linearity Enhancement for the ET Technique 

To demonstrate the linearity improvement of the cascode PA by using the ET technique, 

the cascode PA is also tested at a fixed supply voltage. The WiMAX 64QAM signal is 

utilized for this comparison due to its more stringent linearity specs and higher PAR than 

that of the LTE 16QAM signal. Figure 4.23 compares the EVM of the ET-PA system and 

the fixed-supply PA (VCC = 3.6 V and 4.2 V) for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal at 

2.4 GHz. The EVM of the ET-PA is clearly and consistently lower than that of the 

fixed-supply PA when Pout is below 23 dBm (i.e., at P1dB of the ET-PA). The output 

spectra of the ET-PA and the fixed-supply PA are plotted in Figure 4.24, and their 

performances are summarized in Table 4.1 (VCC = 4.2 V). Even though the fixed-supply 

PA reaches 48% PAE at its P1dB of 25 dBm, it requires 7 dB back-off from its P1dB to pass 

the WiMAX spectral mask (see Figure 4.24), resulting in the maximum linear Pout of only 
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18 dBm with a lower PAE of 22%. On the other hand, the ET-PA system is able to operate 

at its P0.5dB with the maximum linear Pout of 22.3 dBm and an overall PAE of 33%, while 

meeting the stringent WiMAX linearity specs with margins. Therefore, the ET-PA can 

achieve 4.3 dB higher linear Pout and 11% higher PAE than the fixed-supply PA for the 

WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal.  
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Figure 4.23 Measured EVM of the ET-PA (VDD = 4.2 V) and fixed-supply PA (VCC = 3.6 
V and 4.2 V) for the WiMAX 64QAM 5MHz signal at 2.4 GHz. 
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Figure 4.24 Measured output spectra of the ET-PA and fixed-supply PA for the WiMAX 
64QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 GHz 

 

 

Table 4.1 Performance comparison of the monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA (using the cascode 
SiGe PA with the CMOS envelope modulator) vs. the fixed-supply cascode SiGe PA for 
the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal at 2.4 GHz 

 
Fixed-supply PA  

(P1dB) 
Fixed-supply PA  
(7 dB back-off) 

ET-PA  
(1P0.5dB) 

VDD/VCC 4.2 V 4.2 V 4.2 V 

Ave. Pout 25 dBm  18 dBm  22.3 dBm  

PAE 48% 22% 33% 

Gain 16 dB 17 dB 16 dB 
2EVM 8.4% 2% 4.2% 

Pass Mask No Yes Yes 

Note: 
1. P0.5dB means the ET-PA is 0.5 dB compressed at the Pout of 22.3 dBm (not reaching P1dB yet) 
2. The EVM spec is 5% for the WiMAX 64QAM standard  
3. No predistortion applied to either the ET-PA system or the fixed-supply PA. 
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4.5.3 Performance Summary and Comparison 

The performance summary of the fully monolithic ET-PA system and other state-of- 

the-art ET/EER PA/TX designs is given in Table 4.2. This highly-integrated monolithic 

BiCMOS ET-PA design is shown to be among those of the highest efficiencies achieved 

by Si-based ET/EER PAs, approaching performance of those of III-V based designs such 

as in [11], [24], [26], [32]. In addition, impressive broadband high efficiency 

performances have been accomplished by this BiCMOS ET-PA, making it very attractive 

for future highly integrated TX systems, especially those of multi-band WiMAX and LTE 

handset applications. Note this work has not utilized any predistortion yet. By adopting the 

state-of-the-art digital predistortion (i.e., DPD in Table 4.2) such as the work in [34], the 

EVM and ACPR performances are expected to be further improved, thus allowing deeper 

compression of the PA with higher Pout and overall PAE. Currently, this fully monolithic 

ET-PA is tested with the predistortion algorithm (provided by Agilent’s ADS) for the 

WCDMA handset application, and we are triple-checking the small improvements; 

therefore, the results with predistortion have not been published yet.  
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Table 4.2 Performance summary of the fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA presented in this 
chapter with other state-of-the-art ET/EER-PA designs 

 
Freq. 
(GHz) 

Gain 
(dB) 

Pout 
(dBm) 

1Overall 
PAE 

2EVM 
BW 

(MHz) 
Modulation DPD Technology 

[11] 
1.88 27.8 29 46% --- 3.84 WCDMA No PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 

3EM: 0.13 μm CMOS 1.88 27.9 23.9 34.3% 2.98% 5 WiMAX 64QAM No 
[14] 2.4 6.5 19 28% 2.8% 20 WLAN 64QAM Yes Discrete PA/EM 
[15] 2.4 11 20 28% 5% 20 WLAN 64QAM Yes 0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS 
[23] 1.75 --- 23.8 22% 1.69% 0.384 EDGE Yes 0.18 μm CMOS 

[24] 2.535 25 27.2 36.4% --- 10 LTE 16QAM No 
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 

EM: 65 nm CMOS 
[25] 2.0 --- 19.6 22.6% 2.5% 20 WLAN 64QAM No 0.13 μm CMOS 

[26] 1.95 --- 28 46% --- 3.84 WCDMA No 
PA: discrete GaAs 

EM: 0.18 μm CMOS 

[27] 0.88 --- 20 45% --- 0.384 EDGE No 
PA: 0.18 μm SiGe 

BiCMOS 
EM: discrete COTS 

[28] 1.95 --- 19 31% 2.1% 1.23 
CDMA2000 

QPSK 
Yes GaAs 

[29] 1.56 --- 14.7 8.9% 4.6% 20 WLAN 64QAM No 0.18 μm CMOS 
[30] 1.92 --- 15.3 22% 1.5% 5 WiMAX 64QAM Yes 0.13 μm SOI-CMOS 
[31] 2.4 --- 14 18% 4% 20 WLAN 64QAM No 65 nm CMOS 

[32] 1.88 24.62 24.22 38.6% 3.64% 5 WiBro 16QAM No 
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 
EM: 0.13 μm CMOS 

[33] 0.9 --- 27.8 34% --- 3.84 WCDMA Yes 0.18 μm CMOS 

This 
work 

2.4 16 22.3 33% 4.2% 5 WiMAX 64QAM No 

0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS 
0.8 22.8 23.5 43% 3.8% 

5 LTE 16QAM No 1.75 19.5 24.2 43% 4.8% 
2.4 16.3 24.3 42% 5% 

Note:  
1. The overall PAE includes the power consumption of the envelope modulator. 
2. The EVM specs are 5% and 12% for WiMAX 64QAM standard and LTE 16QAM standard, respectively 
3. EM: envelope modulator 

 

4.5 Summary 

A fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA system with an integrated CMOS envelope 

modulator and a cascode SiGe broadband PA has been presented, which impressive 

performances demonstrated its potential use for future wideband handset applications. 

Extensive analysis on how to achieve high monolithic integration with the corresponding 

circuitry designs has been discussed. The self-biased differential cascode PA was 

modulated by the envelope shifting method to improve the system linearity. At 2.4 GHz, 

the entire ET-PA system achieved the maximum linear Pout of 22.3/24.3 dBm with the 

overall PAE of 33%/42% for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz and the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz 

signals, respectively. Additionally, this ET-PA presented a highly efficient multi-band 

performance for LTE applications at across the 0.8/1.75/2.4 GHz. Compared with the 
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conventional fixed-supply PA, the ET technique allows the cascode PA to operate at its 

compression region without violating the linearity specs, resulting in 4.3 dB higher Pout 

and 10% higher PAE for the WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz signal. This fully monolithic 

ET-PA system was fabricated in the TSMC 0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS process on a single 

die. The literature survey indicates that this design achieved the highest efficiencies for 

Si-based fully-monolithic ET/EER PA systems in high PAR wideband applications, 

approaching those of III-V semiconductor based PA systems. Considering a loss of ~1.5 

dB from the filter and switches for practical handset applications, the linear Pout of 24.3 

dBm for our design may need to be increased by 2-3 dB more to make it practically 

competitive to the state-of-the-art LTE PA products on the market.  

This chapter, in part or in full, is the material that appears in the papers published or 

accepted in Y. Li, J. Lopez, C. Schecht, R. Wu, and D. Y.C. Lie, “Design of high 

efficiency monolithic power amplifier with envelope-tracking and transistor resizing for 

broadband wireless applications,” IEEE J. Solid-State Circuits, Sept. 2012 (accepted and 

in print for the Sept. 2012 issue); Y. Li, J. Lopez, P.-H. Wu, W. Hu, R. Wu, and D. Y.C. 

Lie, “A SiGe envelope-tracking power amplifier with an integrated CMOS envelope 

modulator for mobile WiMAX/3GPP LTE transmitters,” IEEE Trans. Microw. Theory 

Tech., vol. 59, no. 10, pp. 2525-2536, Oct. 2011 
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CHAPTER V 

5. FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS FOR MONOLITHIC ENVELOPE-TRACKING 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

5.1 Introduction 

I have presented in Chapter IV a fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA system, achieving 

excellent power efficiency and linearity performances. In this chapter, further 

improvements of the monolithic ET-PA will be carried out to make the ET technique 

more attractive to wideband 3G/4G handset applications. Besides using the dynamic 

power-supply modulation techniques (e.g., ET and EER), several other methods have 

been reported to reduce the power consumption of the PA at the low power modes, such 

as device size switching [1]-[4], parallel amplification [5]-[7], switchable power 

combiner [8], Doherty PA [9], etc. In the recent literature, combinations of different 

techniques have also been reported. For example, in [9] the ET technique was combined 

with a Doherty GaAs PA, achieving an efficiency enhancement over the extended output 

dynamic range. In [7] a discrete device resizing technique is proposed in combination 

with a parallel-combining transformer for the efficiency improvement at the low power 

mode. As demonstrated in [1]-[4], using different sizes of power cells for the low power 

and high power modes of the PA is a simple solution with low cost for the efficiency 

enhancement at low average Pout regions. In Section 5.2, the transistor resizing technique 

will be adopted to the cascode ET-PA system to demonstrate its advantages beyond the 

conventional ET-PA.  

For the huge market of RF PAs for mobile handsets, the III-V compound 

semiconductor based PAs have been dominating for decades. Recently, sliicon-based 

(Si-based) PAs have become serious competitors due to their higher monolithic 

integration with potential lower cost, making them especially attractive for the low power 

WLAN application [10], [11]. For the 2G cellular applications such as GSM that 

typically requires higher Pout than WLAN, the Si-based PAs using power combining 

techniques have also shown good potential to compete with III-V compound 
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semiconductor based PAs, as their saturated output power (Psat) levels have reached 

30-34 dBm level[12]-[14]. Unfortunately, for non-constant envelope modulated signals 

with inherent high PARs and wide bandwidths (e.g., LTE and WiMAX), the 

power-combined Si-based PAs often need a back-off of ~7-14 dB from Psat to pass the 

stringent linearity specs [7], [8], [15], [16]. Such large power back-off results in serious 

PAE degradation, often from a PAE of 50% at Psat to a PAE below 15% at the linear 

output power (Pout) [7], [8], [15], [16]. In order to boost a PA’s linear Pout and also its 

PAE, the predistortion technique was used in [17]. Alternatively, the effectiveness of the 

ET technique has been clearly demonstrated in Chapters III and IV for both the linearity 

and efficiency enhancements of the SiGe PAs for high PAR wideband applications. Such 

promising results prompt me to integrate the ET technique with the power-combined 

SiGe PAs to achieve higher linear Pout on-chip, which will be the focus of Section 5.3.  

The monolithic SiGe BiCMOS ET-PA with an integrated CMOS envelope modulator 

has demonstrated attractive performances for potential wireless handset applications in 

Chapter IV, but its maximum linear Pout was less than 0.5 W and its supply voltage was 

limited to 4.5 V due to the breakdown voltage constraints of the CMOS transistors in the 

TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology. The recent surge of mobile data usage due to 

mobile web browsing and video streaming has motivated research on the extension of 

cellular network coverage without increasing the density of traditional macro base 

stations [18]. By installing smaller base stations such as micro, pico, and femto cells to 

complement the conventional macro base stations, coverage can be significantly 

improved [19]. The micro base station concept can be ideal for operators needing a cost 

effective solution for high data rates to end users, without over-building the traditional 

macro base station network. Recently, a monolithic high-voltage envelope modulator 

designed in a bipolar-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) technology has been reported in [20] for the 

micro base station application, where the overall efficiency of the ET-PA system reached 

an impressive 51% at Pout of 34 dBm for the 3G WCDMA signal. In Section 5.4, 

therefore, I will demonstrate a new 7-V BCD envelope modulator that has been designed 

and used to modulate the transistor resizable SiGe cascode PA to showcase its 
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applicability with higher supply voltage than the typical CMOS envelope modulator for 

ET-PA.  

 

5.2 Envelope-Tracking Power Amplifier with Transistor Resizing 

5.2.1 Cascode PA with Transistor Resizing Technique 

The schematic of the proposed different cascode PA using the transistor resizing 

technique (that I have designed and laid out and tested) is shown in Figure 5.1. A high-fT 

low-BVCEO bipolar device (BVCEO = 3.8 V) is utilized as the common-emitter (CE) stage 

and a high-BVCEO low-fT bipolar device (BVCEO = 6 V) is used as the common-base (CB) 

stage. The total emitter areas of the CE/CB transistor are the same as the ones of the 

cascode PA design in Chapter IV. I added two pairs of MOSFET switches at the base of 

the CE transistors, so that half of the power cells can be switched off at the low power 

mode. These MOSFET switches are biased at the triode region. In this prototype design, 

only two modes of operation are chosen to demonstrate its feasibility, while adding more 

resizing steps will inevitably make the output matching design more challenging, as the 

on-chip MOS switches have finite isolation and inactive power cells can increase the 

additional loss. In any case, the output L-C resonator needs to be carefully designed to 

enhance the PAE of the PA at the low power mode, while only costing very little PAE 

degradation at the peak Pout. The trade-off between the power isolation and power loss 

needs to be considered for the optimal size selection of each MOSFET switch. In this 

case, the MOSFET size of 240 µm x 0.35 µm is chosen and the simulated insertion loss is 

0.7 dB. Same as the cascode PA design in Chapter IV, the CB transistor is self-biased to 

preserve the ET-PA linearity under the ET operation. This cascode PA has been tested 

under an elevated VCC up to 5 V. No reliability or stability issue has been found for both 

the high power mode and the low power mode of the PA.  
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the differential cascode SiGe PA using the proposed transistor 
resizing technique 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the measured PAE against Pout of the cascode SiGe PA for the high 

power mode (A) and the low power mode (B) at various VCC levels under the continuous 

wave (CW) condition. As shown in Figure 5.2, the ET-PA provides high efficiencies over 

a wide range of Pout; here the PAE trajectory on the PAE clusters (i.e., the red curve) 

represents the real-time operation of the ET-PA. The PAE trajectory in Figure 5.2 is 

obtained by holding the PA at its P1dB points for VCC ≥1.2 V. Driving the PA into deeper 

compression can get higher efficiency and higher average Pout, but results in degraded 

linearity performance. It is worthwhile to note that the PAE is improved by 3%-6% at the 

PA low power mode by using the transistor sizing technique, as shown in Figure 5.2 (B). 

Figure 5.2 also plots the load impedance (Rload) presented by the PA to the envelope 

modulator. The Rload vs. Pout curve is obtained at each P1dB point at different VCC levels. 

For VCC of 1.8 V and above, Rload stays relatively constant for both the high power and 

low power modes, and increases to higher values at VCC of 1.2~1.4 V. The trend of Rload 

vs. Pout is dependent on the distinct characteristics of the PA and/or the different envelope 

shaping methods.  
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Figure 5.2 The measured PAE vs. Pout curves of the proposed self-biased cascode SiGe 
PA (at different VCC under the CW mode), and the Rload seen by the envelope modulator 
for: (A) the high power mode; (B) the low power mode 
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5.2.2 Experimental Results of the Transistor Resizable ET-PA 

To demonstrate experimentally the fully-integrated transistor resizable ET-PA system, 

the supply voltage of the cascode SiGe BiCMOS PA is modulated by the same CMOS 

envelope modulator as described in Chapter IV. Figure 5.3 shows the system block 

diagram of the transistor resizable ET-PA system that is very similar to the ET-PA 

system presented in Chapter IV, except that half of the power cells in the cascode PA can 

be turned off at the low average Pout regions. This transistor resizable ET-PA system is 

designed and fabricated in the TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology on a single 

chip. Figure 5.4 shows its die picture with the total chip size of 1.5 mm x 1.1 mm (with 

pads). The efficiency and linearity performances of this ET-PA system are evaluated for 

the LTE 16QAM signals. No predistortion is used in the measurement presented here. 

The overall PAE of the ET-PA reported below includes the power consumption incurred 

by the envelope modulator.  

 

Figure 5.3 Simplified block diagram of the fully monolithic transistor resizable ET-PA 
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Figure 5.4 Die picture of the transistor sizable ET-PA fabricated in the TSMC 0.35 µm 
SiGe BiCMOS technology 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the measured EVM, gain and overall PAE of the ET-PA for both the 

LTE 16QAM 5 MHz and 10 MHz signals at its high power mode (1.9 GHz). For keeping 

the EVM below 5%, the maximum linear Pout is 24 dBm with an overall PAE of 41% for 

the LTE 5 MHz signal. In order to achieve the same EVM for the LTE 10 MHz signal, 

the maximum linear Pout needs to be 0.6 dB lower than the case of LTE 5 MHz, resulting 

in an overall PAE of 38% at Pout of 23.4 dBm. When the ET-PA is backed off 0.5 dB 

from the maximum linear Pout levels, better EVM values of 3.6% and 3.7% can be 

achieved with overall PAEs of 39% and 37% for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz and 10 MHz 

signals, respectively.  

The output spectra of the ET-PA and the stand-alone fixed supply PA (VCC = 4.2 V) are 

plotted in Figure 5.6. The ET-PA successfully passes the LTE spectral mask at Pout of 24 

dBm. However, at the same Pout of 24 dBm, the output of the stand-alone fixed supply PA 

fails the LTE spectral mask, forcing it to be backed off by at least 4 dB. The maximum 

linear Pout of the stand-alone PA is, therefore, only 20 dBm at best, and with a PAE of 

29%. The linear Pout and PAE are thus 4 dB and 12% lower than the ones achieved by the 

ET-PA system. To further demonstrate the advantages of the ET-PA, Figure 5.7 
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compares the PAE of the ET-PA and the fixed supply stand-alone PA in terms of their 

EVM values. It clearly shows that the ET-PA presents a better EVM performance at the 

RF output with the same PAE level.  
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Figure 5.5 Measured gain, EVM and overall PAE of the ET-PA (at high power mode) for 
the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz and 10 MHz signals, VDD = 4.2 V 
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Figure 5.6 Measured output spectra of the ET-PA and the stand-alone fixed supply PA for 
the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal 
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Figure 5.7 Efficiency-linearity comparison between the ET-PA and the stand-alone fixed 
supply PA for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal at 1.9 GHz 
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Figure 5.8 shows the overall PAE and DC power dissipation at the high power mode 

(N = 2) and the low power mode (N = 1) to demonstrate the power saving and the 

efficiency enhancement of the transistor resizable ET-PA at the low average Pout regions. 

Figure 5.9 shows the measured EVM performances of the transistor resizable ET-PA at 

both high and low power modes. To maintain a good EVM below 3% at the low power 

mode, the switching point is selected at Pout of 20 dBm. At Pout of 20 dBm and below, it is 

beneficial to switch off half of the transistor cells. At Pout of ~16-20 dBm, the PAE 

enhancement is ~4%, as shown in Figure 5.8. The DC power consumption is also reduced 

once the ET-PA is switched to the low power mode. Such efficiency enhancement is 

obtained without altering or adding any off-chip output matching. Please note that instead 

of using the bulky on-chip LC balun [5], the transmission line [6] or the switchable 

transformer [8], this simple transistor resizing technique shown here achieves similar 

efficiency enhancement with only a negligible increase of the chip area.  

Table 5.1 summaries the performance of the transistor resizable BiCMOS ET-PA and 

other state-of-the-art ET/EER PAs in the literature. This design is shown to be among the 

highest performers for Si-based ET/EER PAs. Compared to the designs in III-V 

semiconductor technologies in [9], [23]-[27], this transistor resizable ET-PA also presents 

very competitive overall efficiency. In addition to the high efficiency achieved at the 

maximum linear Pout, this ET-PA has achieved an additional 4% efficiency enhancement 

at 4-8 dB back-off compared to the conventional ET-PA, saving the power consumption 

at the low power mode as well. If a memoryless digital predistortion (i.e., “PD” in Table 

5.1) technique (e.g., the work in [27]) is further adopted, the EVM and ACPR are 

expected to be further improved, allowing deeper compression with higher Pout and 

overall PAE.  
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Figure 5.8 Overall PAE and DC power dissipation (Pdc) of the transistor resizable ET-PA 
for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal at the high power mode (N = 2) and the low power (N 
= 1) mode, VDD = 4.2 V. Both overall PAE and Pdc include the power consumption of the 
envelope modulator. 
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Figure 5.9 Measured EVM of the ET-PA at both high/low power modes (N=2/1) for LTE 
16QAM 5 MHz at 1.9 GHz; VDD = 4.2 V 
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Table 5.1 Performance summary of the fully monolithic transistor resizable ET-PA 
presented in this chapter and state-of-the-art ET/EER PAs 

 
Freq. 
(GHz) 

VDD 
(V) 

Avg. Pout 
(dBm) 

1Overall 
PAE 

EVM 
BW 

(MHz) 
Modulation PD Technology 

[9] 1.88 3 24.22 38.6% 3.64% 5 WiBro 16QAM No 
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 
EM: 0.13 μm CMOS 

[21] 2.0 3.3 19.6 22.6% 2.5% 20 WLAN 64QAM No 0.13 μm CMOS 

[23] 1.85 5 28.9 42.2% 2.69% 10 LTE 16QAM No 
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 
2EM: 0.18 μm CMOS 

[24] 
1.88 3.3 29 46% --- 3.84 WCDMA No PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 

EM: 0.13 μm CMOS 1.88 3.3 23.9 34.3% 2.98% 5 WiMAX 64QAM No 
[25] 2.4 3.3 20 28% 5% 20 WLAN 64QAM Yes 0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS 

[26] 2.535 3.3 25.8 32.3% 3% 10 LTE 16QAM No 
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs 
EM: 0.35 μm CMOS 

[27] 2.535 6 30 45% --- 20 LTE 16QAM Yes 
PA: GaAs HBT 

EM: 0.15 μm CMOS 
[28] 1.92 2.1 15.3 22% 1.5% 5 WiMAX 64QAM Yes 0.13 μm SOI-CMOS 

3This 
Work 

1.75 4.2 24.2 43% 4.8% 5 LTE 16QAM No 0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS 

4This  
Work 

1.9 4.2 
24 41% 4.9% 

5 LTE 16QAM No 
0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS 518 22% 1.1% 

1.9 4.2 23.4 38% 4.9% 10 LTE 16QAM No 

Note: 
1. The overall PAE includes the efficiency of the envelope modulator 
2. EM: envelope modulator 
3. The work presented in Chapter IV has been published in [3] listed in Appendix A. 
4. The work presented in this section of Chapter V has been published in [1] listed in Appendix A. 
5. 6 dB back-off from the maximum linear Pout of 24 dBm 

 

5.3 Power-Combined Envelope Tracking Power Amplifier 

5.3.1 Monolithic SiGe PA with On-Chip Transformer 

In this section, a fully monolithic power-combined PA using the ET technique will be 

presented and its efficiency and linearity performances will be compared with the 

conventional fixed supply power-combined PA for the LTE and WiMAX signals. The 

schematic of the power-combined PA is shown in Figure 5.10. The on-chip transformer 

performs both the power combining and the impedance transformation, which reduces the 

number of off-chip components. With the supply voltage VCC fixed, the maximum Pout of 

each unit PA (Pout,n) is mainly determined by the load impedance seen by each unit PA 

(Rout,n) that is transformed from the on-chip transformer, expressed as [8] 

2
CC

out,n
out,n

V
P

R
          (5.1) 
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Typically, a smaller Rout,n results in a higher Pout,n but inevitably makes the design of the 

integrated envelope modulator more challenging, since it has to be able to supply larger 

output current to the PA with sufficient bandwidth.  

The differential power-combined SiGe PA is designed in the TSMC 0.35 μm SiGe 

BiCMOS technology. This process provides a 3-metal stack with only one thick Al metal 

layer (thickness = 3 μm). By adjusting the dimension of the transformer, the load 

impedance Rout,n of ~20 Ω is obtained at 1.9 GHz for each unit PA according to the 

Agilent Momentum EM simulation. The layout of the transformer is shown in Figure 

5.11. The insertion loss of the transformer is 1.5 dB at 1.9 GHz from the Momentum EM 

simulation. In the measurement setup of the power-combined PA, the external 

input/output baluns will be used to convert the signals from single-ended to differential 

mode and vice versa, and the balun losses will be excluded from the measurement data.  

 

+

 
Figure 5.10 Schematic of the fully monolithic power-combined cascode PA 
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Figure 5.11 Layout of the on-chip transformer used in the power-combined ET-PA 

 

The stand-alone power-combined PA under the fixed supply voltage (VCC) needs to be 

first evaluated at the CW mode to obtain the information of efficiency and Rload. Figure 

5.12 shows the measured PAE versus Pout at 1.9 GHz by sweeping VCC. At VCC of 3.6 V, 

its measured Psat is 29.1 dBm with a peak PAE of 37%. The PAE at P1dB maintains above 

30% at VCC of 1.8-3.6 V as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5.12. The Rload presented by 

the power-combined PA to the envelope modulator is also plotted in Figure 5.12, 

obtained at each P1dB point. The Rload varies between 7 Ω to 9 Ω at VCC of 1.8-3.6 V. The 

Rload is smaller than the one presented by the single differential cascode PA in Chapter IV 

by design to deliver higher Pout.  
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Figure 5.12 Measured PAE and Rload vs. Pout of the stand-alone power-combined PA 
tested at CW mode at 1.9 GHz by sweeping VCC 

 

5.3.2 Experimental Results of the Power-Combined ET-PA 

The block diagram of the entire power-combined ET-PA is shown in Figure 5.13. The 

same design of the linear-assisted switching envelope modulator as described in Chapter 

IV is utilized to modulate the supply voltage of the power-combined SiGe PA. However, 

necessary adjustments have been made for driving a smaller Rload presented by the 

power-combined PA here. First of all, the biasing of the output stage of the Op-Amp is 

re-tuned for this power-combined ET-PA to achieve the best compromise between 

linearity and efficiency. Secondly, the inductor of the buck converter is chosen as 10 µH 

to have a higher average switching frequency than the one described in Chapter IV. With 

a smaller inductor, the buck converter supplies not only the DC content but also partial 

AC contents of the load current, thus relaxing the output current requirement of the linear 

Op-Amp stage. The measured efficiency of the envelope modulator is 81% when driving 

Rload of 7.5 Ω with the envelope of the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal. The die picture of the 

power-combined ET-PA system is shown in Figure 5.14.  
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Figure 5.13 Simplified block diagram of the fully monolithic power-combined ET-PA 
system; the topology of the envelope modulator is the same as the one presented in 
Chapter IV. 

 

 
Figure 5.14 Die picture of the fully monolithic power-combined ET-PA system fabricated 
in the TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology 
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The LTE 16QAM (PAR ~7.5 dB) and WiMAX 64QAM (PAR ~10 dB) are then used 

to evaluate the linearity and efficiency of the power-combined ET-PA at VDD of 3.6 V. 

As shown in Figure 5.15, the maximum linear Pout is 24.6 dBm/23.8 dBm with overall 

PAE of 26%/24% and EVM of 4.4%/4.6% for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz/10 MHz signals, 

respectively. Due to higher PAR, the maximum linear Pout for WiMAX is 23.2 dBm with 

an overall PAE of 22.5% and an EVM of 3.6%. To validate the effectiveness of the ET 

technique, Figure 5.16 shows the output spectra of the power-combined ET-PA and the 

stand-alone power-combined PA (with a fixed VCC = 3.6 V) for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz 

signal. The maximum linear Pout of the stand-alone PA can only be at best 20.5 dBm for 

passing the spectral mask, leading to a PAE of only 16% (i.e., 10% lower than the 

power-combined ET-PA).  
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Figure 5.15 Measured overall PAE, gain and EVM of the fully monolithic power- 
combined ET-PA for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz/10 MHz and WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz 
signals at 1.9 GHz 
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Figure 5.16 Measured output spectra of the power-combined ET-PA and the stand-alone 
power-combined PA for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal 

 

The far-out spectrum of the power-combined ET-PA at Pout of 24.6 dBm is shown in 

Figure 5.17. By using the Tektronix 6120A real-time signal analyzer (RSA), insightful 

information can be observed regarding the switching noise of the output signal. The 

gradual change of color on the trace represents the distribution of the output power. Over 

80% power resides in the red area, while less than 20% power resides in the green-blue 

area. By taking the root-mean-square of the real-time output spectrum, the spurious 

emission of the power-combined ET-PA is -51 dBm/MHz at 100 MHz offset, satisfying 

the LTE spurious emission spec of -50 dBm/MHz. There is a spectral regrowth at 20-30 

MHz offset from the center frequency due to the switching noise, but the noise power 

only accounts for ~3.8% within this specified frequency range. Such reasonable emission 

noise is achieved because most of the switching ripples from the switching stage are still 

within the 1-dB bandwidth of the linear stage, which can be suppressed by the linear 

stage (as described in Chapter IV). It is expected that the emission noise performance can 

still be improved further by adding extra filtering or duplexer isolation [33].  
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Figure 5.17 Measured far-out real-time spectrum of the power-combined ET-PA for the 
LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal 

 

Table 5.2 compares the performances of this fully monolithic power-combined ET-PA 

with other state-of-the-art power-combined PAs [7], [8], [15]-[17], [29] and ET-PAs [22] 

for high-PAR broadband signals. Without using predistortion (i.e., “PD” in Table I), the 

ET technique enabled the power-combined PA to have a PAE above 20% at the 

maximum linear Pout, outperforming the fixed-supply power-combined PAs in [7], [8], 

[15], [16]. Even though the overall PAE of this work did not reach as high as [22], [29], 

further efficiency improvement is expected if a low-loss transformer can be implemented 

by using multiple thick metal layers [7] or an integrated passive devices (IPD) technology 

on the high-resistivity silicon substrate [30]. Moreover, the linearity of the 

power-combined ET-PA is expected to be improved by further predistortion, allowing 

deeper compression with higher efficiency [17].  
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Table 5.2 Performance summary of the fully monolithic power-combined ET-PA 
presented in this chapter with state-of-the-art power- combined PAs and ET-PA 

 
Freq. 
(GHz) 

VDD 
(V) 

Linear 
Pout 

(dBm) 

2PAE EVM Modulation 
BW 

(MHz) 
PD Technology 

[7] 2.5 3.3 
21 7% 5.6% 

WLAN 
64QAM 

20 No 
0.18 μm CMOS 

17 4% 2.8% 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

10 No 

[8] 2.3 3.3 22.7 12.4% 5.4% 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

10 No 90 nm CMOS 

[15] 2.4 1.2 14.5 9% 4.48% 
WLAN 
64QAM 

20 No 0.13 μm CMOS 

[16] 3.3-3.8 3.3 15 8% --- 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

10 No SiGe:C bipolar 

[17] 2.3-2.7 3.3 25 24% 4% 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

10 Yes 90 nm CMOS 

1[22] 1.9 3.6 23 40% 4.3% 
LTE 

16QAM 
5 No 

0.35 μm SiGe 
BiCMOS 

[29] 0.77-0.8 3.4 27.5 36% --- LTE --- No InGaP HBT 

3This 
work 

1.9 3.6 
24.6 26% 4.4% 

LTE 
16QAM 

5 No 

0.35 μm SiGe 
BiCMOS 

23.8 24% 4.6% 
LTE 

16QAM 
10 No 

1.9 3.6 23.2 22.5% 3.6% 
WiMAX 
64QAM 

5 No 

Note:  
1. To obtain a fair comparison with this work, the ET-PA in [22] was re-tested at VDD of 3.6 V at 1.9 GHz. 
2. In this work and [22], the overall PAE includes the power consumption of the envelope modulator. 
3. The work presented in this section of Chapter V has been published in [2] listed in Appendix A. 
 

5.4 High Voltage Envelope Modulator Design 

So far I have demonstrated an integrated CMOS envelope modulator that can provide 

high efficiency and good linearity for an ET-PA system at the supply voltage (VDD) 

below 4.5 V for potential handset applications. For other applications such as indoor 

micro base stations that require higher output power, monolithic envelope modulators 

with higher supply voltages are needed [20]. This section will present a separate envelope 

modulator applicable under the VDD up to 7 V. The envelope modulator is designed by 

other group mates using a proprietary Texas Instruments (TI) 0.35 µm bipolar- 

CMOS-DMOS technology (i.e., LBC7). Here, I will briefly describe the design of this 

BCD envelope modulator and test it with the transistor resizable cascode PA to showcase 

its suitability for higher voltage applications.  
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5.4.1 Design of the BCD Envelope Modulator 

The same linear-assisted switching topology as described in Chapter IV is adopted in 

the high voltage BCD envelope modulator design. The designs of the hysteresis 

comparator and buck converter are almost the same as the CMOS envelope modulator, 

but the design of the linear stage is based on a constant-gm input stage with a wide-swing 

folded cascode configuration [31]. The simplified circuit schematic of the linear stage is 

shown in Figure 5.18. The biasing circuitry of this configuration is designed to avoid 

large open-loop gain variation by ensuring M9-M16 not entering into the triode region. 

The input stage is followed by a class-AB output stage with optimized biasing. The 

output stage utilizes the 7 V high breakdown MOS devices available from the TI 0.35 μm 

BCD technology used. Note these 7 V devices were chosen over higher breakdown of 20 

V devices, since they give better headroom performance while allowing the necessary 

frequency response for the high-PAR broadband signals. The linear stage in this design 

achieves the maximum output voltage above 6.5 V at the supply voltage (VDD) of 7 V for 

Rload beyond 10 Ω. This design presents an opportunity to assemble an integrated 

watt-level ET-PA system for higher voltage applications.  
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Figure 5.18 Simplified circuit schematic of the linear stage used in the proposed BCD 
envelope modulator 

 

5.4.2 Evaluation of the BCD Envelope Modulator with Resistive Load and SiGe PA 

The die picture of the envelope modulator fabricated in the TI 0.35 μm BCD 

technology is shown in Figure 5.19. The total chip size is 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm. Only CMOS 

devices are used in this design. To test the performances of the envelope modulator by 

itself, resistive loads (Rload) are first used to mimic the behavior of a real PA at various 

Pout levels. Figure 5.20 shows the efficiency of the BCD envelope modulator for the LTE 

16 QAM 5 MHz signal by sweeping VDD from 3.5 V to 7 V at different Rload. The 

envelope waveform is kept with the same clipping ratio (CR) during the sweeping of the 

VDD. Here, the CR is defined the same as the one in Chapter III, expressed as:  

20 log peak

clip

A
CR

A

 
    

 
         (5.2) 

, where Apeak denotes the peak of the ideal output envelope, and Aclip is the clipping level 

due to the rail-to-rail limitation of the envelope modulator. As shown in Figure 3.20, 

when the output envelope is clipped with the CR of 1.6 dB, the efficiency of the envelope 
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modulator is increased and the efficiency variation becomes less dependent on the VDD. 

The CR of 1.6 dB for the LTE signal is experimentally determined for best efficiency 

with very little linearity degradation [23], [32]. Figure 3.20 also shows that the efficiency 

of the envelope modulator is slightly reduced with higher value of Rload, because the 

envelope modulator supplies less output power at higher Rload. Figure 3.21 shows the 

efficiency of the envelope modulator at Rload of 10 Ω for different bandwidths of the LTE 

16QAM signals. When the signal bandwidth is increased from 10 MHz to 20 MHz, the 

efficiency only drops by 3-4%, where the SPICE simulations suggest it is mainly 

attributed to the higher switching loss for wider bandwidth signals.  

 

 

Figure 5.19 Die picture of the 7-V envelop modulator fabricated in the TI 0.35 µm BCD 
technology 
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Figure 5.20 Measured efficiency of the BCD envelope modulator for the LTE 16QAM 5 
MHz signal by sweeping VDD at different Rload with and without clipping the envelope 
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Figure 5.21 Measured efficiency of the BCD envelope modulator with various bandwidth 
of the LTE 16QAM signals; Rload = 10 Ω 
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The BCD envelope modulator is then used to modulate the transistor resizable SiGe PA 

(described in Section 5.2) to form the ET-PA system in a two-chip solution. This 

two-chip ET-PA is mainly used to showcase its applicability with higher supply voltage 

than the monolithic SiGe BiCMOS ET-PA as described in Section 5.2. Figure 5.22 shows 

the measured overall PAE and EVM of the ET-PA at its high power mode (N = 2) and 

low power mode (N = 1), respectively, for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal under a VDD of 

4.2 V. The maximum linear Pout is 23.1 dBm with an EVM of 4.9% and an overall PAE 

of 37%. At the low power mode, an efficiency enhancement is clearly observed at Pout of 

13-19 dBm by using the transistor resizing technique. The low power mode also achieves 

good linearity (i.e., low EVM) at Pout of 19 dBm and below. Figure 5.23 shows the P1dB, 

EVM and overall PAE of the ET-PA by sweeping VDD up to 5.5 V. The VDD did not 

exceed 5.5 V during testing due to the potential reliability concern of the SiGe PA. At 

VDD of 5.5 V, the P1dB of the ET-PA reaches 26.1 dBm with an overall PAE of 35% and 

an EVM of 4.3%. As seen from Figure 5.23, the EVM at P1dB degrades rapidly at VDD 

below 4.5 V, because the class-AB stage of the BCD envelope modulator deviates from 

its optimal biasing condition at lower VDD, resulting in distorted output envelope. In order 

to obtain good linearity at P1dB, the VDD should be kept above 4.5 V with this design.  
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Figure 5.22 Measured EVM, overall PAE and gain of the two-chip ET-PA using the BCD 
envelope modulator and the cascode SiGe PA for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal at 1.9 
GHz, VDD = 4.2 V 
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Figure 5.23 Measured overall PAE, EVM and P1dB of the two-chip ET-PA using the BCD 
envelope modulator and the cascode SiGe PA for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal at 1.9 
GHz, measured under different VDD levels 
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Table 5.3 compares the performances of the two-chip ET-PA system (i.e., the cascode 

SiGe PA with the BCD envelope modulator) with the fully monolithic SiGe BiCMOS 

ET-PA system as presented in Section 5.2. The LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal is applied in 

the measurement. With the same EVM of 4.9%, the fully monolithic solution delivers the 

linear Pout 0.9 dB higher than the two-chip solution at the same VDD of 4.2 V, leading to a 

4% higher PAE as well. This is mainly because the class-AB stage of the BCD envelope 

modulator deviates from its optimal biasing condition at VDD of 4.2 V and below. 

Additionally, the active chip size (excluding bonding pads) of the CMOS envelope 

modulator is more compact than the BCD envelope modulator (i.e., 0.75 mm × 0.7 mm 

vs. 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm). However, the supply voltage of the integrated CMOS envelope 

modulator is limited below 4.5 V, due to the low breakdown voltage of the CMOS 

transistors in the TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology. On the other hand, without 

any reliability issues, the ET-PA of the two-chip solution achieves the maximum linear 

Pout of 26.1 dBm with an overall PAE of 35% at VDD of 5.5 V, providing 2.1dB higher 

linear Pout. Note for other III-V semiconductor based PAs with higher breakdown 

voltages, the BCD envelope modulator is applicable to drive the PA for high Pout under 

the VDD of 7 V, which we expect the linear Pout can increase further to 28-29 dBm.  

 
Table 5.3 Performance comparison of the two-chip ET-PA (i.e., the cascode SiGe PA with 
the BCD envelope modulator) and the fully monolithic ET-PA presented in Section 5.2 
for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal 

 Two-Chip ET-PA Fully Monolithic ET-PA 
Freq. (GHz) 1.9 1.9 1.9 

VDD (V) 5.5 4.2 4.2 
Pout (dBm) 26.1 23.1 24 

1Overall PAE 35% 37% 41% 

EVM 4.2% 4.9% 4.9% 

Technology 
PA: 0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS 

2EM: 0.35 μm BCD 
0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS 

Note:  
1. The overall PAE includes the efficiency of the envelope modulator 
2. EM: envelope modulator 
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5.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, three different designs have been presented to further improve the 

performances of the fully monolithic ET-PA. In the first design, the transistor resizing 

technique was combined with the ET technique for the cascode differential SiGe PA. 

Compared with the conventional ET-PA, the transistor resizable ET-PA system achieved 

an additional efficiency enhancement of 4% at 4-8 dB back-off from the maximum linear 

Pout. In the second design, the ET technique was applied to the power-combined SiGe PA 

to achieve higher linear Pout. The fully monolithic power-combined BiCMOS ET-PA 

reached the maximum linear Pout of 24.6 dBm/23.8 dBm/23.2 dBm with overall PAE of 

26%/24%/22.5% for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz/LTE 16QAM 10 MHz/WiMAX 64QAM 5 

MHz signals, respectively. Compared with the fixed-supply power-combined PA, the ET 

technique improved the PA linearity, allowing higher Pout and PAE without violating the 

linearity specs. In the third design, a separate envelope modulator was designed in a 0.35 

µm BCD technology, attractive for higher voltage applications up to VDD of 7 V. When 

the SiGe PA is modulated by this BCD envelope modulator for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz 

signal at 1.9 GHz, the maximum linear Pout of 26.1 dBm with an overall PAE of 35% was 

achieved at VDD of 5.5 V.  

This chapter, in part or in full, is the material that appears in the papers published or 

accepted in Y. Li, J. Lopez, C. Schecht, R. Wu, and D. Y.C. Lie, “Design of high 

efficiency monolithic power amplifier with envelope-tracking and transistor resizing for 

broadband wireless applications,” IEEE J. Solid-State Circuits, Sept. 2012 (in print); Y. 

Li, J. Lopez, R. Wu, and D. Y.C. Lie, “A fully monolithic BiCMOS envelope-tracking 

power amplifier with on-chip transformer for broadband wireless applications,” IEEE 

Microw. Wireless Compon. Lett., vol. 22, no. 5, June 2012 
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CHAPTER VI 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Highlights 

Broadband 3G/4G wireless standards utilize highly spectral efficient modulation 

schemes with inherent non-constant envelope signals having high PARs and wide 

bandwidths. To satisfy the stringent linearity specs for the non-constant envelope signals, 

the RF PA is required to be backed off from its Psat, leading to a low PAE at the linear Pout. 

Furthermore, the strong needs to reduce power dissipation for low-power mode 

operations of handsets further make the ET-PA system very attractive, as it can effectively 

increase the PAE at low-power regions. This dissertation proposed and presented a highly 

desirable and monolithic solution using the ET-PA technique, achieving excellent 

linearity and efficiency performances for the linear PA design. Detailed design insights on 

both the circuits and system areas have been discussed and investigated, and leading to 

the realization of state-of-the-art fully monolithic SiGe BiCMOS ET-PA systems in both 

single-chip and two-chip solutions.  

Chapter II discussed the principles of EER and ET in terms of efficiency and linearity 

enhancements. According to the RF/analog/digital system co-simulations and the 

analytical analyses, the ET technique has a lower bandwidth requirement for the envelope 

modulator, and less sensitivity to timing misalignment between the AM path and RF path 

than the EER technique.  

Chapter III investigated the overall ET-PA performances using a discrete linear-assisted 

switching envelope modulator and a SiGe common-emitter PA for high PAR broadband 

signals. Through comprehensive system co-simulations and mathematical analysis, it has 

been shown that the required 1-dB bandwidth of the envelope modulator for the ET-PA 

system needs to be at least twice of the original signal bandwidth. The optimal average 

switching frequency should be selected according to the best trade-off between the 

efficiency vs. linearity of the overall ET-PA system. This is a different design approach 

from most of the works reported in the literature. The experimental results also showed 
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that the decresting algorithm using a soft limiter for the WiMAX signal can increase the 

maximum linear Pout, resulting in higher PAE.  

Chapter IV emphasized on the design and implementation of the fully monolithic SiGe 

BiCMOS ET-PA system. The proposed self-biasing cascode topology with the envelope 

shifting method made the differential cascode PA applicable in the ET system with good 

linearity. Comprehensive analysis has been carried out for the integrated CMOS envelope 

modulator to minimize the power losses from the linear stage and the switching stage. 

The integrated CMOS envelope modulator was optimized specific to the cascode SiGe 

PA, achieving high efficiency with minimal distortion and low spurious noise.  

Further improvements of the fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA were designed and 

implemented in Chapter V, such as: (1) the combination of ET and transistor resizing 

techniques for additional efficiency enhancement at the low average Pout regions; (2) the 

integration of the ET technique with the on-chip transformer to form the power-combined 

SiGe BiCMOS PA for higher linear Pout and PAE than the fixed-supply power-combined 

PA; and (3) the envelope modulator specially designed in the BCD technology for high 

voltage and high power applications such as indoor micro base stations.  

The measurement and simulation results and the design methodology proposed 

demonstrate that the ET technique is an extremely attractive solution for the Si-based RF 

PAs in future highly integrated transmitters for broadband wireless applications.  

 

6.2 Key Research Results and Main Contributions to the Literature 

(A) Fully Monolithic SiGe BiCMOS Cascode ET-PA System 

The dynamic power-supply modulation schemes (e.g., EER and ET) have demonstrated 

excellent overall system efficiency and linearity for several 3G/4G applications such as 

the works reported in [1]-[5], using monolithic envelope modulators with either 

integrated PAs or external PAs, but none of these works utilized the cascode PA topology. 

On the other hand, the cascode PA topology has been widely used to improve the 
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ruggedness of Si-based PAs [6], [7]. Therefore, one of the main contributions of this 

dissertation to the literature is the successful application of the ET technique to the 

cascode SiGe PA with an integrated CMOS envelope modulator. This entire ET-PA 

system achieved the maximum linear Pout of ~24 dBm with an impressive overall PAE of 

~42% for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal at the frequencies of 0.8/1.75/2.4 GHz. To my 

best knowledge, this is the first fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA system in the literature 

using the differential cascode SiGe PA with an integrated CMOS envelope modulator, 

reaching the world-record efficiency for the LTE handset applications.  

 

(B) Combination of ET and Transistor Resizing Techniques 

Another contribution of this dissertation to the literature is the combination of the 

transistor resizing technique with the fully monolithic BiCMOS cascode ET-PA system 

for further efficiency enhancement at the low-power regions over the conventional ET-PA 

system. The experimental results showed that compared with the conventional ET-PA 

system, the transistor resizable ET-PA system enhanced the overall PAE of 4% at 4-8 dB 

back-off from the maximum linear Pout, while achieving the same overall PAE of ~40% at 

the maximum linear Pout of 24 dBm for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal. Compared with 

the state-of-the-art designs using the bulky on-chip LC balun [8], the transmission line [9] 

or the switchable transformer [10], the transistor resizing technique proposed in this 

dissertation achieved the similar efficiency enhancement with only a negligible increase 

of the chip area.  

 

(C) Fully Monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA System with On-Chip Transformer 

The Si-based PAs using on-chip power combining have shown good potential for future 

broadband wireless applications, as their saturated power (Psat) levels have reached 27-34 

dBm to compete with III-V compound semiconductor based PAs [10]-[13]. Unfortunately, 

for high PAR broadband signals, these reported Si-based PAs all need a large back-off 

from Psat to pass the stringent linearity specs, resulting in serious PAE degradation. I 
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believe that we are the first group to integrate the ET technique with the power-combined 

SiGe PA, which is another major contribution of this dissertation. The on-chip 

power-combined ET-PA system achieved the maximum linear Pout of 24.6 dBm, 1.6 dB 

higher than that achieved by the single differential cascode ET-PA at the fixed supply VDD 

of 3.6 V. Without needing any predistortion technique, the overall PAE of the 

power-combined BiCMOS ET-PA has reached 26% at the maximum linear Pout for the 

LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal, outperforming the fixed-supply Si-based PAs with on-chip 

power combiners reported in the literature.  

 

6.3 Future Work and Plans 

(A) High Voltage BCD Envelope Modulator 

The research of highly efficiency monolithic ET-PA for indoor micro stations is 

emerging for the extension of cellular network coverage without increasing the density of 

traditional macro base stations [14]. In Chapter V, a BCD envelope modulator has been 

demonstrated for the high voltage application up to VDD of 7 V. Currently our group is 

working on the 15-V envelope modulator designed and to be fabricated in the TI 0.35 µm 

BCD technology. The newly designed BCD envelope modulation is still under evaluation, 

and the results have not been published yet.  

 

(B) Linear-Assisted Dual-Switch Envelope Modulator 

Recently, Si-based PAs have demonstrated Psat over 30 dBm [10]-[13], presenting a 

smaller Rload to the envelope modulator than the lower power Si-based RF PAs that is 

currently used for Bluetooth and other applications (Pout < 20dBm). The conventional 

linear-assisted single-switch envelope modulator suffers large output signal clipping at a 

small Rload due to the output current limitation of the linear stage [15]. To relax the output 

current requirement of the linear stage, the switching stage needs to supply both DC and 

partial AC contents of the output current with higher average switching frequency, which 
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inevitably causes larger switching ripples and higher switching loss. Therefore, new 

configuration of the envelope modulator must be investigated for watt-level PAs. By 

adding a replica of the buck converter, the output current supplied by the dual switching 

stage can be effectively increased without raising the switching frequency. Currently, the 

linear-assisted dual-switch envelope modulator is implemented by discrete COTS 

components in Prof. Donald Lie’s RF/Analog SoC lab. The experimental results of the 

SiGe ET-PA using this newly designed envelope modulator have been submitted to IEEE 

Bipolar/ BiCMOS Circuits and Technology Meeting and are currently under review.  

 

(C) Fully Monolithic Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) CMOS ET-PA System  

With the recent advancement in the SOI technology and the decreasing SOI wafer cost, 

the silicon SOI technology has emerged as a very strong contender for high performance 

low cost RF switches for wireless applications [16]. The SOI technology provides high 

resistivity substrate with small substrate parasitic coupling, leading to reduced insertion 

loss and harmonic generation [17]. Other group members and I have designed several 

fully monolithic ET-PAs with integrated T/R switch in the IBM 0.18 µm SOI CMOS 

technology. The ET-PA with T/R switch promises higher integration as well as lower cost. 

These ET-PAs and T/R switches are currently under evaluation, and the results have not 

been published yet.  

 

(D) Digital Predistortion Technique for ET-PA System 

The linearity performances of the ET-PAs presented in this dissertation can still be 

improved by using the digital predistortion technique, thus allowing higher linear Pout 

with potentially higher overall efficiency. There are various predistortion algorithms 

proposed in the literature such as the works in [2], [18], [19]. For example, the EVM and 

ACPR of the ET-PA were improved by 3%–5% and 5–10 dB, respectively, as reported in 

[18]. Currently, the predistortion algorithm is being developed in our lab. More aspects 

for the overall system need to be investigated.  
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(E) High Efficiency Broadband PA using ET Technique at X-band 

Other than the most popular commercial handset and WLAN communication systems, 

the ET technique is also attractive for higher frequency applications, for example for the 

X-band (8-12 GHz) radar or satellite applications. Currently, our group developed a 

design theory for broadband PAs to cover the frequency range. However, the practical 

fabrications and measurement for monolithic or discrete PAs still need to be carried out to 

validate this design theory. Several high efficiency high voltage envelope modulators are 

also being designed or evaluated in Prof. Donald Lie’s lab.  
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B. RF/ANALOG/DIGITAL SYSTEM CO-SIMULATION 

The system co-simulation platform consists of: (1) circuit schematic of the RF PA; (2) 

circuit schematic of the analog envelope modulator; and (3) the digital blocks for the 

modulated signal generation and signal analysis of real-time waveforms, input/output 

spectra and output EVM. Figure B.1 shows the top level schematic of the ET-PA system 

with the WiMAX modulated signal. Several key points of this top level schematic are 

described as follows. The top level schematic of the ET-PA system with the LTE 

modulated signal is similar to Figure B.1, except that it uses the LTE signal library. This 

RF/analog/digital system co-simulation platform has been transferred to other group 

members in Dr. Lie’s Lab for future investigations.  

1. To extract the envelope from the I/Q signal, the block of “CxtoPolar” is used in the 

schematic that is directly available in the ADS environment. 

2. The block of “VSA_89600_1_Sink” is used to dynamically link the ADS environment 

with the VSA software 89600. The VSA software 89600 is used to analyze the EVM of 

the RF output signal from the SiGe PA. 

3. The block of “SpectrumAnalyzerResBW” is used to obtain the spectrum of the 

modulated signal, while the block of “TimeSink” is used to obtain the real-time 

waveforms of the modulated signal for AM-AM, AM-PM analyses.  

4. The block of “EnvOutSelector” must be inserted at the output of the PA for the ADS 

“envelope simulation”.  

The circuit schematic of the SiGe cascode PA is shown in Figure B.2, using the SPICE 

models provided by the TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS design kits. The “envelope 

simulation” method is used to simulate the SiGe PA with the digital modulated signal on 

the top level. The circuit schematic of the discrete envelope modulator is shown in Figure 

B.3, using the SPICE models provides by the manufacturers. The schematic of the 

integrated CMOS envelope modulator is similar to that in Figure B.3, but using the 

SPICE models provided by the TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS design kits. The “transient 
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simulation” method is used to simulate the envelope modulator with the digital 

modulated signal on the top level.  
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Figure B.1 The top level schematic in the ADS environment for the RF/analog/digital 
simulation with the WiMAX modulated signal.  
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Figure B.2 Circuit schematic of the SiGe PA block shown in Figure B.1 
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Figure B.3 Circuit schematic of the envelope modulator block shown in Figure B.1; the 
discrete envelope modulator uses the SPICE models provided by the manufacturers, 
while the integrated CMOS envelope modulator uses the SPICE models provides by the 
TSMC 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS design kits.  
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C. TEST BENCH SETUP 

C.1 Connection of the Entire Test Bench 

Figure C.1 shows the entire test bench setup for the ET-PA characterizations. The most 

important setup is the synchronizations of the two signal generators (E4438Cs) and the 

spectrum analyzer (E4448A), as shown by the red lines in Figure C.1. The pattern trigger 

“Event 1” and the reference output “10 MHz Out” of the E4438C-(A) are sent to the 

pattern trigger input port and the external reference port of the E4438C-(B), respectively. 

The pattern trigger “Event 2” and the reference output “10 MHz Out” of the E4438-(B) 

are sent to the pattern trigger input port and the external reference port of the E4448A, 

respectively. The RF modulated signal is sent out by the RF output port in the front panel 

of the E4438C-(A), while the envelope signal is sent out by either the “I” output port or 

the “Q” output port in the back panel of the E4438C-(B). The trigger type of the 

E4438C-(B) must be set as “single”, so that it can start to generate the signal once it 

receives the trigger pattern “Event 1” from the E4438C-(A).  

10MHz
PSA E4448A

Event 1

Down-converted Digitized Signals

Pre-Amp

VDD

PA
RF

Envelope

Oscilloscope

VCC

ADS/
VSA

EM
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E4418B Power MeterE4418B Power Meter

ESG E4438C-(A)

Event 2

10MHz

IO Libraries Suite & 
Connection Manager Server 
are installed for connections

 

Figure C.1 Connections of the entire test bench setup for the ET-PA characterizations 
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The modulated baseband signals are directly generated from the Agilent ADS 

environment. The ADS environment provides many signal generation libraries including 

EDGE, WCDMA, LTE and WiMAX. Figure C.2 shows the ADS schematic used to 

generate the WiMAX signal and for loading it into the signal generators E4438Cs. There 

are two paths in the schematic: one path is to load the WiMAX I/Q signal into the 

E4438C-(A), another path is to load the WiMAX envelope signal into the E4438C-(B). 

To extract the envelope from the I/Q signal, the block of “CxtoPolar” is used in the 

schematic that is directly available in ADS. There are timing mismatch between the two 

ESGs when they are generating the signals. By measuring the amplitude waveforms of 

the output signals from the two ESGs using the oscilloscope, the timing mismatch can be 

found. To minimized the timing mismatch, the block “Delay” is inserted in the path of the 

I/Q signal generation, which specifies the number of the sample periods. For example, 

when the oversampling ratio is set as 2 for the WiMAX 8.75 MHz signal, the optimized 

value of the “Delay” is found to be 91 for minimizing the timing mismatch between the 

two ESGs.  The steps of the connections between the computer and the instruments, and 

the details of the schematic setting will be provided next.  
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Figure C.2 The ADS schematic for generating the WiMAX I/Q and envelope signals and 
loading them into ESGs.  
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C.2 Connection between the Computer and Instruments 

C.2.1 Connection Environments 

To download the modulated signal from the Agilent’s ADS to Agilent vector signal 

generator ESG E4438C, the following connection environments are required: 

1. Main Program of Advanced Design System 2003 or later version.  

2. Connection Manager Server.  

3. Agilent IO Libraries Suite 14 or later version. 

4. Valid Ethernet/LAN cable (or other Agilent IO Library supported IO Interface). 

5. Agilent E4438C ARB-based ESG series source generator.  

Agilent IO Libraries Suite provides software interface for customers to control and 

manage all Agilent Instruments. Connection Manager Server contains Agilent T&M 

Toolkit. They provide drivers for the devices that will be used, including signal 

generators, vector signal analyzers, logic analyzers, spectrum analyzers, etc. 

C.2.2 Connection Setup 

The following steps illustrate how to set up the connection between the computer and 

ESGs. 

1. Install Agilent “Connection Manager” and “IO Libraries Suite” and make sure their 

icons are active in the windows toolbar, as shown in Figure C.3. 

 

Figure C.3 Icons of Agilent I/Q Libraries Suite and Agilent Connection Manager 
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2. Physically connect the computer with ESGs through LAN cables. 

3. Add instrument: Open the Agilent “Connection Expert”. The interface window is 

shown as Figure C.4. Select IO configuration/Add Instrument to automatically search the 

connected instruments. As shown in Figure C.5, the last instrument in the search result 

list is LAN connected E4438C Signal Generator. Select the check box of E4438C. In this 

case, the Agilent Connection Expert interface will display the connected instrument as 

shown in Figure C.6, where the red rectangles indicate that the device is well connected. 

4. Query instrument ID from ADS “Connection Manager Remote Instrument Explorer”: 

Open ADS, choose a specify schematic. From the schematic window, select /Tools/ 

Connection Manager Client, then in the CM Client window select /Instruments/Remote 

Instrument Explorer so that ADS can successfully query the identity string of the E4438C 

instrument over the IO interface, as shown in Figure C.7. This operation makes the 

selected schematic connected to the destination instrument.  

Click to Add Instrument

 

Figure C.4 Interface window of the Agilent Connection Expert 
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Select to Add Signal Generator

 

Figure C.5 Add instrument 

Connected E4438C

 

Figure C.6 E4438C signal generator correctly connected with the computer 
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Query Connected Instrument’s ID

 

Figure C.7 Query connected instrument’s ID 

 

C.3 Modulated Signal Generation 

The LTE or WiMAX baseband signal can be directly generated in the Agilent ADS, and 

then downloaded into the ESG E4438C for up-conversion. Figure C.8 shows the ADS 

schematic for generating the WiMAX signal. What is worth mentioning is that the 

component CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink requires the IQ signals. This can be fulfilled in ADS 

by using the signal converter “CxToRect” as shown in Figure C.8. All of the ADS 

schematics regarding to the test bench setup have been transferred to other research mates 

in Dr. Lie’s group for future testing.  

1. The first important things that need to be set are the variables “DefaultNumericStart” 

and “DefaultNumericStop”. ESG E4438C uses an ARB signal player to play 

downloaded signals from ADS, in the form of a bit file. Thus, the corresponding 

properties in the component CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink also need to set in “Numeric”. 
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Figure C.8 indicates the “Numeric Setup”, where the variables of 

“DefaultNumericStart” and “DefaultNumericStop” should be set as 

“DefaultTimeStart/Tstep” and “DefaultTimeStop/Tstep”, respectively. The ‘Tstep” is 

the sampling period. 

2. The “Signal Setup” for the component of CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink is critical. As can 

be seen in Figure C.8, the carrier frequency and output power (“amplitude”) of the 

signal should be set exactly as the block of “WMAN_M_UL_SignalSrc_RF”. To avoid 

ruining the analyze equipments, the output power can be manually set to a relatively 

low level at the first test.  

3. The most important property of CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink is “SampleClk”. For a 

specific schematic, it should be “1/Tstep”, where “Tstep” has been defined by users. 

However, since the maximum sample frequency of ESG E4438C is 100 MHz, 

“1/Tstep” should not exceed this value. Otherwise, the downloaded file might display 

some unexpected signal characteristics.  

After the steps above, set “Filename” of CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink to a desired name, 

such as “WiMAX.wfm”. Also, turn “ArbOn” and “RFPowOn” to “YES”. After this 

schematic has been simulated, the generated signal should be display immediately on the 

ESG E4438C signal generator. At the same time, the signal bit file has been saved to the 

Dual ARB signal player in the E4438C. The downloaded file can be saved to 

“Non-Volatile Memory” so that the same signal does not need to be downloaded again.  
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Figure C.8 The ADS schematic for generating the WiMAX signal and loading it to the 
ESG E4438C 

 

C.4 Implementation of Envelope Shifting on the ESG 

Figure C.9 shows the interface on the ESG E4438C that allows us to implement the 

envelope shifting method as described in the Chapter IV. The “I/Q Adjustments” must be 

turned on, so that any DC shifting and AC magnitude attenuation can be carried out for 

the signal. The value of “Common Mode I/Q Offset” sets up the minimal DC level of the 

shifted envelope, while the value of “I/Q Output Atten” sets up the attenuation of the AC 

magnitude of the envelope signal to avoid clipping from the envelope modulator.  
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Turn on “I/Q Adjustments”

AC Magnitude Attenuation

DC Shifting

 

Figure C.9 The interface on the ESG E4438C for the implementation of the envelope 
shifting method 
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D. DEVELOPMENT OF DECRESTING ALGORITHM IN ADS 

The ADS schematic of the decresting algorithm is shown in Figure D.1, which is built 

in the ADS digital environment. All the blocks shown in Figure D.1 are directly available 

in ADS. In the block of “Limit”, the clipping level can be specified according to required 

clipping ratio described in the Chapter III. The ADS digital environment also provides the 

interface to design the FIR filter, as shown in Figure D.2. The low-pass FIR filter 

designed in Figure D.2 has the order of 80 and with the sampling frequency of 80 MHz.  

 

FIR Filter Design 
shown in Figure D.2
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Figure D.1 Schematic of the decresting algorithm built in the ADS digital environment 
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Figure D.2 The interface of the FIR filter design in the ADS digital environment 

 


